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ABSTRACT
The experimental technique of measuring the degree of polarization of the 
fluorescence from electronically excited molecular ions is used to determine the 
alignment of CO and N20  photoions over an extended range of excitation energy.
The polarization of CO+(B2I + _> x 2!*), N2+(B2V  X2!^ ) , and N20 + (A2S+
-» X2!!) fluorescence over a 200 eV photon energy range is used to interpret the 
oscillator strength distributions for normally unresolved degenerate ionization 
channels. The results show the influence of a CO 4o-»ka shape resonance clearly, 
and agreement between theory and experiment is excellent. The N2O experimental
results indicate evidence of a 7a->ka shape resonance near ionization threshold. 
Agreement between the theoretical calculations and experiment are less satisfactory 
for N2. This behavior is somewhat surprising, as previous rotationally resolved
fluorescence experiments have shown excellent agreement between theory and 
experiment. This comparison helps to illustrate the complementarity of alignment 
studies relative to alternative probes of ionization. For both N2  and CO, the data 
indicate that the photoions retain significant alignment even at high energies, though 
this is not true in the case of N2 O. The results demonstrate that even well above
threshold the spectral dependence of the alignment (i.e., polarization) is very sensitive 
to the molecular environment for photoejection. Such behavior provides useful insight 
into fundamental scattering phenomena in chemical physics.
v
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation and Overview
Early measurements demonstrated a long time ago the wealth o f chemical 
information that can be obtained from photoionization experiments in which a target 
system is ionized following the absorption of a sufficiently energetic photon. For 
many years the emphasis was on the measurement of total photoionization cross 
sections or rate constants. In recent years, relatively few studies have determined 
some measure of the anisotropy characterizing the photoionization process. In 
contrast to isotropic rate constant measurements that ignore all directional 
information , measurements of ion anisotropy give a more detailed picture of the 
photoejection dynamics. One possible method involves measurement of the angular 
distribution of the photoelectrons . Another approach that attacks the same issues is 
the observation of the degree of alignment or orientation of the molecular ions 
formed. The latter procedure becomes quite attractive when the photoions are formed 
in electronically excited states, which is often the case when molecules are 
photoionized by the absorption of vacuum ultra-violet (VUV) radiation. Measurement 
of the degree of polarization of the subsequent molecular fluorescence may yield the 
desired directional information and this technique has been named polarized 
photofluorescence excitation spectroscopy. As the use of VUV light sources becomes 
more widespread through the development of VUV lasers and dedicated synchrotron 
sources, one anticipates a growing interest in investigating photoionization dynamics 
by this method [11].
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
If we assume that during the photoionization process the plane of molecular 
rotation remains unchanged, as is valid in the limit of high rotational momentum 
(temperature) of the target molecules, then the spatial distribution of the ions formed 
will reflect the initial orientation of the target molecules. The neutral target molecules 
are not isotropically distributed with respect to the excitation light source because the 
absorption probability is greatest when the transition dipole, p, is aligned with the 
electric vector (polarization vector), s, of the light beam. Thus, the angular 
distribution of the ions should show a corresponding anisotropy and the subsequent 
fluorescence from these ions is found to be polarized. The mere observation of 
nonzero polarization of the fluorescence is not surprising, since the incident photon is 
itself highly anisotropic and the photoionization process is such a violent event. 
Having demonstrated that the fluorescence from electronically excited molecular ions 
is partially polarized, my thesis addresses the problem of extracting useful dynamical 
information on photoionization dynamics from polarization measurements.
To be specific, this dissertation focuses on fluorescence polarization 
measurements as a probe of molecular photoionization dynamics over an extended 
range o f excitation energy. Molecular photoionization exhibits a rich variety of 
scattering phenomena and carefully designed experiments can yield fundamental 
chemical aspects of electron-molecule scattering. Due to the complexities of its 
underlying behavior, attempts to disentangle molecular photoionization dynamics can 
benefit greatly from complementary experimental probes [1-3]. My dissertation 
describes in detail an investigation of the polarization of fluorescence from three
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
electronically excited molecular ions, namely N2+(B2 e u+ —» X ^Ig4"), CO+(B22+ -> 
X^E"1-), and NjO4 (A^Z+ -> X^IT). It will be shown that these studies yield 
information on the alignment of the molecular photoions and , thus, provide useful 
data on spectral signatures of the underlying continua [4-10],
Photoion alignment is determined largely by the relative strengths of 
degenerate ionization continuum channels of alternative electronic symmetry [4-7, 11]
, and hence alignment data naturally reflect the symmetry of the molecular target. 
Thus, alignment data are useful complements to photoelectron cross sections and 
asymmetry parameters [11,12]. An additional benefit of the alignment studies which 
has not been exploited before is that they have been performed over a very broad 
range, thus providing a global view of the photoelectron dynamics. Indeed, the 
extended energy range of the polarization studies I have done ( 20 £ h v  £ 250 eV ) 
further demonstrates that such a perspective is particularly enlightening. Recent 
synchrotron-based investigations into molecular photoionization dynamics 
demonstrate that the broad spectral coverage afforded by such sources reveals 
molecular aspects of photoelectron behavior with greater clarity than studies confined 
to energies near the ionization threshold [13-16], It must be emphasized that the key 
contribution of the polarization studies of this dissertation is obtaining the chemical 
insight that the escape of the photoelectron determines the alignment, and that even 
200 eV above threshold, the alignment is very sensitive to the short range aspects of 
the molecular potential. Indeed , the comparisons for N2 2ctu_1, CO 4c-1 and N2O 
7a*1 photoionization will show strong differences in the broad range studied.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Molecular photoionization is intrinsically degenerate, i.e., a photoelectron 
always has at least two continuum channels through which it can leave the molecule. 
For example, an electron in a bound o  orbital can be ejected into either a kcr or a lac 
electronic continuum. The relative strengths of the alternative continuum channels is 
highly energy dependent and traditional measurements do not readily provide 
information on their respective contributions to the total oscillator strength. For 
example, the partial photoionization cross section measures the incoherent sum of 
alternative channels, while the photoelectron asymmetry parameter is strongly 
influenced by the relative phases of the partial v/aves. It has been recognized for 
some time that the technique of measuring the degree of fluorescence polarization, i.e. 
the photoion alignment, can reveal accurate and pertinent information on the relative 
contributions of alternative channels [4-11]. Many previous studies have exploited 
fluorescence polarization from electronically excited photoions as a means of 
generating such alignment data. In fact, such studies have generated a useful 
alternative experimental approach to traditional photoionization spectroscopies, such 
as photoionization mass spectroscopy, electron spectroscopy, and vacuum ultraviolet 
absorption spectroscopy. While previous investigations demonstrated the benefit of 
fluorescence polarization, they were, without exception, always been constrained by 
the limited spectral range studied. The results obtained from the fluorescence 
polarization studies I have carried out will demonstrate the benefits that accrue from 
extending studies deep into the ionization continuum.
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In order to point out an additional contribution of the fluorescence 
polarization studies, it is necessary to briefly put in context the role that shape 
resonances play in molecular photoionization dynamics. Shape resonances are 
quasibound states in which the outgoing photoelectron is trapped inside the ionic core 
by a potential barrier and eventually escapes into the continuum by tunneling through 
this barrier. The dominant role of shape resonances in the study of molecular 
ionization stems from the fact that they have been observed in almost all small 
molecules except for hydrides [2], Their origin is simply understood in terms of a 
single channel picture, and yet their effects on molecular ionization dynamics are 
profound so as to justify this attention. Essentially the evidence of a shape resonance 
results in the enhancement of the oscillator strength in one of the degenerate 
ionization channels. In the case of the CO 4a-»ko and N2 O 7a->ka shape 
resonances, these have been observed and identified in previous studies of partial 
photoionization cross sections [28-29,33]. The fluorescence polarization studies 
underscore the fact that for both CO and N2 O these are the first observations where a 
polarization profile tracks the evolution of the enhanced shape-resonant oscillator 
strength. It is instructive to note that both polarization profiles will show excursions 
differently in the vicinity of the shape resonances because of the different symmetries 
of the two molecular targets.
Thus this dissertation attempts to determine how molecular “fingerprints”, as 
manifested in polarization data, might be of use in interpreting the photoelectron 
dynamics. The ability to probe the ionization dynamics over hundreds of electron
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
volts has also been exploited in recent rotationally resolved dispersed fluorescence 
studies o f photoionization. The polarization studies of CO and N2 are an integral part 
of this broader program which provides a spectral overview of the ionization 
dynamics of photoionization. The results allow several useful comparisons. First, we 
can compare the fluorescence polarization results for CO and N2. Second, we can 
evaluate the comparison between theory and experiment for these polarization results. 
Third, we can study the differences between rotationally resolved fluorescence data 
and the fluorescence polarization data for these systems. These comparisons all 
elucidate how alignment data provide a complementary probe for disentangling the 
dynamics of complex ionization events. Moreover, to reiterate, the fluorescence 
polarization studies of all three molecules with their wide spectral coverage provide 
useful guideposts for developing insights into fundamental ionization dynamics which 
are otherwise inaccessible [32].It is pertinent to point out that not only are these 
polarization studies important for examining the alignment of the molecular ions over 
a wide range of energy, but they are the first fluorescence polarization experiments to 
map out the evolution of resonance phenomena in the ionization continuum over an 
extended range of energy. This important contribution to the field, whereby a global 
view of the photoionization dynamics is provided will be quite graphically illustrated 
in the case of the CO shape resonance and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
1.2 Outline of Approach
Chapter 2 reviews the literature for the theoretical background regarding 
photofragment alignment and orientation. A brief overview of the classical treatment
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
of rotational angular momentum distributions and spectral intensities relevant to 
alignment and polarization studies is presented; a section reviewing shape resonance 
phenomena is also included.
Chapter 3 gives a detailed account of the experiment. A section on how the 
polarization data is corrected for the incomplete linear polarization o f the synchrotron 
source is included. The basis of the experimental methodology is discussed, and 
pertinent hardware issues are presented. The method of data acquisition and data 
analysis is explained.
Chapter 4 presents and discusses the polarization data as a probe o f molecular 
photoionization dynamics. Section 4.1 presents and discusses the polarization data of 
the isoelectronic systems CO and N2 comparisons are made for the two systems 
studied. Section 4.2 contains the discussion of the polarization data for the 
polyatomic system N2 O.
Chapter S summarizes the accomplishments of this experimental study 
towards contributing as a complementary probe of molecular photoionization 
dynamics.
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2. BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 Concents of Orientation and Alignment
It is instructive to develop a qualitative meaning of orientation and alignment 
using a simple example. Fig. 1 shows ensembles of single-headed and double-headed 
arrows whose directions are anisotropically distributed. The single-headed arrows 
have a net directionality toward the top of the page, and we refer to this directionality 
as orientation. Since the double-headed arrows point two ways, they have no net 
directionality; however they point preferentially toward the top and bottom of the 
page, as compared to the sides o f the page, which indicates all directions in space are 
not equivalent. Such an ensemble of arrows is referred to as being aligned. If  we 
consider the arrows as representing rotational angular momentum vectors, J, then an 
oriented distribution of J  is one in which a preferred direction for J  exists in space. 
For an aligned sample, we can distinguish between J  vectors preferentially pointing 
either parallel or perpendicular to some reference direction, but we cannot distinguish 
parallel from antiparallel [34].
Most experiments have a symmetry axis, Z, and we use this axis to describe 
the anisotropic distribution of J. For example the symmetry axis could be the 
polarization direction of a linearly polarized laser beam or a synchrotron source. The 
distribution of J  has positive orientation if the J  vectors point preferentially parallel to 
Z and they have negative orientation if they point preferentially antiparallel to Z. If the 
ensemble is aligned, then the alignment is positive if the J  vectors are preferentially 
parallel or antiparallel to Z, and negative if they are preferentially perpendicular to Z 
(Fig. 2). When the system has cylindrical symmetry about Z, the position of J  with
8
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Alignment
Orientation
Fig. 2.1 Ensembles of double-and-single-headed arrows 
representing aligned and oriented samples.
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respect to Z can be defined by only one angle, 6, and therefore orientation and 
alignment are conveniently represented by Legendre polynomial moments.
A A
The scalar product of J  and Z (unit vectors) gives the angle between the two 
vectors:
J .  Z = cosG. 2.1.1
The Legendre polynomials are written as Pncos6, where, for example
P l(J • 2) =  P^cosO) = cosG , 2.1.2
and
P2(J- Z) = P2(cos0) = 1/2 (3 cos2 0  -  1> 2.1.3
and the Legendre moments, ( Pn(J • Z) ) are averages of the Pn(J • Z) over the
distribution of J  about Z. If we write the first and second order orientation and 
alignment parameters as AqW and respectively, the commonly used definitions 
are
A j n 2. 1.4
and
V 2) = 2 <P2(J- Z)> =  <3cos20 -  1> . 2.1.5
The suitability of Legendre polynomials is apparent, because for J  parallel to Z, P i(J- 
Z) = 1 and P2(J  ■ Z) = 1, whereas for J  antiparallel to Z, we still have P2(J • Z) = 1, 
but P i ( J • Z )  = -1. Thus, the alignment parameter takes the value Aq(2) = 2 for








Fig. 2.2 Schematic diagram of positively and negatively 
oriented and aligned distributions.
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parallel and antiparallel arrangements o f J  and Z, but the orientation parameter, A ^ 1)
changes sign from + 1 to -  1. For J  perpendicular to Z, A ^1) = 0, but the alignment
parameter becomes negative: Ag(2) = -1 . The values of the alignment and orientation
parameters above are limiting cases that represent maximum possible orientation and 
alignment. In general, these parameters take values of smaller magnitude, which 
indicates a distribution that tends toward one of these limits [34].
Thus orientation and alignment parameters provide a convenient method of 
describing the distribution of angular momentum vectors about some reference 
(quantization) axis. When the axis is of cylindrical symmetry, the above parameters 
can be related to the fractional number of vectors J  that point in a particular direction 
with respect to the symmetry axis, i.e. in a quantum mechanical picture, to the 
populations of the M states. When cylindrical symmetry is broken, the parameters also 
contain information on the phase relationships between the | JM ) eigenstates in the 
ensemble, and these phase relationships are called coherences. Cylindrical symmetry is 
common in collision dynamics experiments; for example, the beam axis is an axis of 
cylindrical symmetry in a beam gas experiment, as is the electric vector o f a linearly 
polarized laser in a photoionization experiment. Thus for such experiments, only the 
orientation and alignment parameters that describe M-state populations are typically 
measured.
In the limit of large angular momentum (the high J  limit), J  may be treated as 
being continuously distributed about the symmetry axis (the projection of J  on the 
symmetry axis is described by the quantum number M, but for large momenta, the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
interval between projection angles that correspond to allowed values o f M  becomes 
small). In this limit we can therefore treat the spatial distribution of J  classically. For 
low values of the angular momentum, only discrete values o f the projection angle of 3 
on the symmetry axis are allowed, and the distribution of J  is described using the 
populations and coherences of the M quantum states [34].
2.2 Classical Description of Rotational Angular Momentum Distributions
In the classical limit, the location of a vector J  about a symmetry axis Z is 
parametrized by the continuously distributed coordinates 6 and (p. For cylindrical 
symmetry, the distribution of J  has no dependence on the angle <p. The distribution of
A A
J, N (J • Z), can be written as an expansion in Legendre polynomials [35]:
N (J■ % -  1/4 * £  V P n(cos9), 2.2.1
n
where the index, n, ranges over zero and all positive integers. The coefficients of the 
expansion give the moments of the distribution:
2rt n
Sq = (2n + 1) (Pn(cos0)) -  (2n + 1) J  dcp J  sinG d0 N(J, Z) Pn(cos0),
0 0
2 .2.2
and for cylindrical symmetry, the alignment and orientation parameters are defined in 
terms of the Legendre moments. Using the notation that an alignment or orientation 
parameter of order k and component q (q = 0 for cylindrical symmetry) is denoted by 
Aqfl^CO we define the following [19-20]:
Ao(0)(J) = 1 2.2.3
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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V ^ J )  = (P1 (J- Z)> = <Pi(cos0)> range -1 to 1 2.2.4
A o (2 )(J) = <P2 (J • Z)> =  2 ( P 2( cos0)>  range - 1  to 2 2.2.5
Aq(3)(J) = (P3 (J- Z)) = <P3(cos0)> range -1 to 1 2.2.6
and
Ao(4)(J) = (p4 (J • Z)> = <p4(cos0 »  range -3/7 to 1 2.2.7
which restricts the ranges of the alignment parameters as indicated. These ranges are 
valid in the high J  limit.
The angular distribution of J  can be expanded in terms of the multipolar 
distributions as
N(J, 0) = 1/4k { Ao(°)(J) + 3 Ao^O) P^cosG) + 5/2 A ^ J )  P2(cos0)
+ 7 Ao(3>(J) P 3(cos0) +  9 Aq(4)(J) P4(cos0) + ... .} .
2 .2.8
The Aq(°)(J) moment describes the (monopole) population of the rotational state with 
angular momentum J. For an isotropic distribution of J, it is the only nonzero term in 
Eq. 2.2.8. The Aq̂ J )  moment represents the contribution to the anisotropy of a 
dipolar distribution of J  about Z; Ao(2)(J) represents the quadrupolar contribution to 
the anisotropy; Aq(3)(J) represents the octopolar contribution; and Aq(4)(J) represents 
the hexapolar contribution [34],
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2.3 Measuring Orientation and Alignment Parameters Via Optical Probes
In principle, the absorption or emission of photons by a molecule provides a 
means of determining the plane of rotation of that molecule because the transition- 
dipole moment for the spectroscopic transition is constrained by symmetry 
requirements to only certain locations with respect to the molecular framework or the 
rotational angular momentum vector [36-37]. Thus an anisotropic distribution of 
angular momentum vectors in space must be associated with an anisotropic 
distribution of transition dipole moments, and this latter anisotropy will influence the 
degree of absorption or emission of different light polarizations for different solid 
angles. In a simplistic picture, the quadrupolar (double-headed arrow) nature of 
linearly polarized light makes this polarization sensitive to alignment moments, 
whereas the dipolar nature of circularly polarized light results in this light being 
sensitive to orientation moments. Elliptically polarized light can be used to probe both 
orientation and alignment moments. These qualitative deductions are confirmed by a 
rigorous treatment o f the interaction of polarized light with oriented and aligned 
ensembles of molecules [34],
The probability associated with the electronic dipole moment of a transition 
between states m and n is determined by the matrix elements:
Dmn = /\|/m*Dv|/ndT, 2.3.1
where \j/m and \j/n are the eigenfunctions of the exited and ground states, and D is the 
dipole moment of the molecule. In order to determine the polarization rules, one has 
to consider the components of in certain special directions. Group theory shows
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
that this integral has a non zero value only if v mM'n contains at least one term with the
same transformation properties as D. Since the latter has the same symmetry 
properties as translation T, the general selection rule can be formulated as follows: a 
transition between two states is allowed if the product of the eigenfunctions for these 
states contains a term which transforms as a translation (Tx> Ty or T J . The direction
of the translation determines the direction of the dipole moment o f the transition. 
Thus if the symmetry of the states is known, one can find the direction of the dipole
moment of the transition. £u+ transforms like a translation along the z axis (T^ z 
being the axis of the molecule), and IIU transforms like the translations Tx and Ty. In 
the case of linear symmetric molecules, Eg+<— > Zu+ transitions are allowed, and the 
corresponding dipole moment is directed along the z axis. The states Lg+ and IIU also 
combine but their product has a IIU symmetry and transforms like Tx and Ty, and the 
dipole moment are perpendicular to the axis of the molecule. Thus if AJ = 0, the 
dipole moment of the transition is along the axis of the molecule, while if AJ = ±1, it is 
perpendicular to it. The relationships between the molecular axis, rotational angular 
momentum, and the transition-dipole moment for a diatomic molecule in the high J  
limit are shown in Fig. 3. For a parallel transition, p lies along the molecular axis for P 
and R branches (there is no Q branch), whereas for a perpendicular transition, p is 
perpendicular to the molecular axis. In this case, p can lie either parallel to J  ( for a 
Q-branch transition ) or perpendicular to J  ( for an R  or a P branch transition ) [34, 
38],
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Theoretical treatments demonstrate that for one-photon-detection methods 
such as fluorescence detection or absorption spectroscopy, the highest moments that 
can be measured using circularly polarized light are the first orientation moments, 
AqWCJ). If linearly polarized light is used in the one photon process, the highest 
moments that can be probed are the first alignment moments, Aq(2)(J). Detecting 
moments higher than these using optical methods requires the use of probes involving 
more than one photon, such as laser induced fluorescence (LIF), two-photon 
absorption and resonance enhanced multi photon ionization (REMPI).
2.4 Theoretical Background
The full treatment of polarized fluorescence from excited photofragments can 
be found in the literature ( see Refs. 5,11,19, and references therein). Below, the key 
points are summarized, and for details regarding derivations, the original articles must 
be consulted.
The most common method of determining the alignment is in the traditional 
right angle geometry, where light emitted is detected at 0 = 90° with respect to the 
collision axis z [11], The azimuthal angle <J> is irrelevant in problems having a 
cylindrically symmetric collision frame. The right angle geometry is shown in Fig. 4. 
in which light is incident along the x axis with its electric vector e along the z axis, the 
molecular sample is located at the origin of the coordinate system, and the 
polarization of the fluorescence from the electronically excited molecular ions is 
detected along the y axis, using a linear polarizer. The light intensities at two settings 
X of the linear polarizer are required; these are I|| = I(<j>, 0 = 90°, % = 0) where I(| is the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Parallel transition 
Z -Z  
P or R  branch
Perpendicular transition
z - n




Fig. 2.3 The connection between the rotational angular momentum, J, the 
transition-dipole moment, |i, and the molecular axis, r, for a diatomic 
molecule in the high-J limit. The figure shows the relationship between J, p. 
and r for Q and P, R branches for parallel and perpendicular transitions.









Fig. 2.4 Traditional right-angle geometry for measuring emission polarization. The z 
axis is the photon symmetry axis directed along the electric vector for a plane polarized 
light beam. The polarization-analyzer light-detector combination lies in the xy plane and 
its direction is taken to define the y axis. The transmission axis of the linear polarizer 
makes the angle x with respect to the z axis such that the setting x = 0  corresponds to 
the transmission of the In light signal and x = 90° to Ii.
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intensity o f fluorescence with its polarization vector parallel ( along z ) to the 
direction of e, and Ix = I(<|>, 0 = 90*, % = 90*) where L  is the intensity of fluorescence 
with its polarization vector perpendicular ( along x ) to the direction of e. The degree 
of polarization P is defined as
p _ Jll-I-L 2.4.1
I ||+ I±
When the fluorescence is observed in the direction shown in Fig. 4, the 
intensity of the fluorescence is given by [11]
I(X) = 1/3 Io { 1 + 1/4 h(2) Ao(2)(Jj) [ 1 + 3cos2x ]. 2.4.2
Io is the total intensity of the fluorescence emitted in all directions, which is 
proportional to the population (monopole moment) of the excited state Jj. The 
quantity Ao(2)(Jj), which contains all the dynamical information, is the quadrupole 
alignment factor ( which is proportional to < (3 J z2- J2)/ J2  ) and is restricted to the 
range 2 to -1. The parameter % is the angle of the polarizer relative to the electric field 
vector e of the ionizing radiation. The h(2) ( Jj, J f ) parameters are functions which 
depend only on the angular momentum quantum numbers of the excited ion ( J j) and 
the angular momentum of the lower level ( J j) involved in the fluorescence process.
The parameters h@) ( Jj, Jf ) are taken to be [11]
h , Jf — Jj + 1
2Jj +3 1 1
1, Jf =J j  . 2.4.3
Jf = Jf -1  
2 J j — 1 1 1
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From Eqs. 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, it can be shown that Aq(2)( J j) is related to P by [11]
A ? ) ( ! i )  =  - S r - ! -------------— . 2 .4 .4
° ‘ h®Cri,Jf )(3-P)
Physically, the quantity Aq(2)( J j ) can be viewed as a weighted average of the three 
degenerate angular momentum transition probabilities ( for single photon ionization ) 
for angular momentum transfer Jt = Jj, Jj + 1, and Jj -  1. States with | Mj | ~ Jj with 
(Mj being the magnetic quantum number) tend to be populated when Jt = Jj while 
states with | Mj | ~ 0 are preferentially populated when Jt = Jj ± 1.
In the limit of large Jj, Eq. 2.4.3 implies 
1
h<2> = , AJ = ±1 2
1, AJ = 0
We can write explicit expressions relating Aq(2)( J j) to the polarization P in the high J 
limit [6,34], where
A02)<li) = ^  2.4.5
for a Q branch ( AJ = 0 )  and
A o2) <?i) =  - 5 T f  1 4 6
for a P or R branch ( AJ = ±1).
Eqs. 2.4.S and 2.4.6 are valid when the angular momentum transferred to the 
molecule is small compared to the total angular momentum and when the
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fluorescence depolarization due to coupling of the electronic spin S with the 
molecular rotation N is small. Both conditions are met in the high J  limit.
The polarization index, or polarization anisotropy, r , is defined by [34]
r = J hzLl. 2.4.7
I|| + 2I±
and can be related to Aq(2)( Jj) as
Aj,2)(Ji) = -4 r 2.4.8
for a P or R branch transition 
and
A<2>(Jj) = 2r 2.4.9
for a Q branch transition.
2.4.1 Qualitative Interpretation of the Alignment Parameter
We consider briefly the physical meaning of the alignment parameter Aq(2)( J j ). For 
definiteness, we denote collision cross sections for producing excited states | Jj M j) 
by a  ( Jj M j). Then Aq(2)( J j) can be expressed as [11]
+i)locriM i)
= — _________________________  2 4  11
0  P , )  J i ( J , + l ) I a ( J i M , )
M;
Clearly A$(2X Jj ) measures the relative populations of small | Mj | states ( 
with negative contributions to Aq(2)( Jj ) versus large | Mj | states ( with positive 
contributions). If o  ( Jj M j) is independent of Mj, then Eq. 2.4.1.1 shows that Aq(2)(
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J i) = 0 . Thus Ao<?)( J i ) provides information on the nature of the spatial distribution 
of angular momentum vectors J}.
2.S Relation of the Pinole Strength Ratio to the Alignment Parameter
In photoionization of molecules, it is conceptually useful to describe the
partial channel contributions in terms of the projection k of jp^ on the molecular
axis, which can be 0  or ± 1 for a dipole transition; jjp  ̂ is the unit angular momentum
coupled to the target by electric dipole radiation [5]. For the N2, CO and N20
photoionization processes studied here in which a 1E+ ground state yields a 2L+ 
photoion, the projection on the molecular axis of the ejected electron with angular
momentum I  must be 0 or ± 1. These are called a  and n photoelectrons, respectively. 
D/ifnij are photoionization amplitudes for ejection of an electron with angular
momentum t ,  projection k of the dipole interaction on the molecular axis and 
projection m  ̂ of I  on the molecular axis. Then for the above photoionization 
processes we can define the dipole strengths as





D j  = z d (
t
2.5.2
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The problem of obtaining a relationship between the dipole strength ratio 
d £ /d  and the alignment parameter Aq(2)( J ; ) must be treated separately for two
cases.
Case 1; For low temperatures (small J) or high photoelectron energies, the problem 
must be treated quantum mechanically. This analysis is described in detail elsewhere. 
The key point of the quantum mechanical formulation is that the polarization depends
both on the dipole strengths D2 = £  D%o and D£ = £
l
2 a  _ d(-) u  e±i±i
2
, and on the
interference of the dipole amplitudes for a given I. The interference terms 
^ *  k', *  n y  ) become significant for small J or high
photoelectron energies and thus the dipole strengths cannot be determined from a 
polarization measurement [4].
Case 2; For high temperature (large J ) or low electron kinetic energy (negligible 
angular momentum I  removed by the photoelectron), the dipole amplitude
interference terms become negligibly small, and the total photoionization cross section
2 2can be described using only the and D„ terms. Thus, the ratio o f dipole
strengths can be related to the alignment parameter by a polarization measurement 
[4], A classical analysis is valid where the fractional change in rotational angular 
momentum, AJ/J, is small which is true in this case. In the classical treatment, the 
electric dipole transition moment of the molecule may be replaced by a hertzian dipole 
oscillator pointed in the same direction and attached rigidly to the molecular
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framework. Then the alignment and resulting degree of fluorescence polarization are
determined by the average angle, a , between the absorption and fluorescence 
transition dipoles. The degree of polarization, P, is given by
(3cos2 a  - 1)
molecules [38] and its derivation may be found elsewhere [39], When the transition 
dipoles are parallel to each other (a  = 0°), P equals 1/2 and when they are 
perpendicular to each other (a = 90°), P = -1/3. The polarization goes to zero for the 
“magic angle” where the transition dipoles make an angle of a  = 54.7° with respect to 
each other.
We also assume that the molecule will rotate for many periods between the 
instant it absorbs the photon and the time it fluoresces. The task is to find a 
geometrical relation between the absorption and fluorescence transition dipoles [4]. 
For example in N2+ the B state fluoresces to the ground state (X^Zg^), yielding a
fluorescence transition dipole parallel to the intemuclear axis. Therefore, the angle a  
is the average angle between the photoionization (absorption) dipole and the
intemuclear axis. The photoionization sequence is N2(X1Eg+) -> N2(X2ZU+) + e-
(kcjg, kftg), via og (parallel) and izg (perpendicular) transition dipoles. When the ag
channel dominates, both the absorption and fluorescence transition dipoles will lie in 
the plane of molecular rotation . Since the molecular rotation is so fast relative to the
P = 2.5.3
Eq. 2.5.3 is a well-known formula in the theory of the polarization of complex
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fluorescence, the two transition dipoles are uncorrelated, giving an average angle of a  
= 45°, and P = 1/7. When the ng channel dominates, the absorption transition dipole 
remains in the plane of molecular rotation for P and R branch transitions, giving 
= Ojt'R = 45°, but shifts perpendicular to the plane for Q branch transitions, giving 
ct^Q = 90°. The prescription for averaging polarizations weighted by line strengths is 
done by transforming the polarization, P, to the polarization index, r (Eq. 2.4.7). The 
r indices are then averaged by the convention that
Finally r is transformed to P [4], Weighting each branch by its rotational strength, we 
obtain P = 1/13. The observed polarization lies between these two limits. Thus for the
photoionization strengths for the ag and icg channels and can be related to the ratio of 
the dipoles strengths, i.e.,
In the high J limit, when we have neither pure ag photoionization nor pure ng 
photoionization, there is a relation between the dipole strength ratio R  and (Aq^2)):
T (SDj2EiD
(S D iJg i)
2.5.4
where Dj2 is the strength of the ith transition (or branch) and gj is the degeneracy.
general case, the precise value of P reflects the ratio R = d J / d J  of the
2.5.6
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<Ao(2)> denotes the high J limit of the alignment parameter Aq(2)( J j) summed over all
contributing rotational levels and corresponds to an average alignment for these 
states.
To conclude, it is important to note that if the fluorescence process involves a 
perpendicular transition, then the fluorescence polarization will be reduced due to 
almost complete cancellation of the rotational branches. However, if one can resolve 
the rotational branches, and monitor either the P or R  branch separately, then the 
fluorescence transition dipole remains in the plane of rotation and the preceding 
discussion is valid.
2 .6  Shane Resonances
Fluorescence polarization studies yield insight into the dynamics of resonant 
photoionization, particularly shape resonant photoionization. This is because shape 
resonances can affect the rotational motion of the molecular ion [2,40,41] which can 
consequently influence the alignment of the ion, which can be probed by a 
fluorescence polarization measurement. Furthermore, a polarization measurement can 
be used to track the evolution of a shape resonance. A shape resonance results in a 
buildup of oscillator strength in one of the continuum channels and this is reflected as 
an excursion in the polarization profile which shows the enhanced oscillator strength. 
This feature of the polarization profile shows up in the CO and N2O studies where a
shape resonance has been observed and identified in the ka continuum channel [28- 
29,33],
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In order to place my work in perspective, I will briefly review the barrier 
penetration description of shape resonances. Essentially the photoelectron enters a 
quasibound state in which it is temporarily trapped by a potential barrier, through 
which it may eventually tunnel and escape [2,40]. Such a quasibound state inside a 
potential barrier has enhanced electron density in the core region. A typical cause of 
the barrier is the angular momentum centrifugal barrier which can prevent the electron 
from escaping in certain directions. The centrifugal barrier depends strongly on the 
angular momentum and hence shape resonances are frequently associated with 
particular angular momentum components of the electronic wavefunction [2,40].
To explain the key features of shape resonant photoionization, it is useful to 
review the well known a u shape resonance in the K-sheU photoionization of N2 [42]. 
This is one of the best characterized prototype shape resonances in molecular 
photoionization, and is therefore ideally suited for gaining insight into shape 
resonances. The four partial cross sections in Fig. 5 represent the four dipole allowed 
channels in the K-shell photoionization of N2 (the ionization potential is 409.9 eV). In
the ctu partial cross section, an intense and broad peak appears at ~ 1 Ry above the 
ionization potential. This is caused by the centrifugal barrier acting on the I = 3 
component of the au continuum wavefunction [2]. The key point of the phenomena is 
as follows. The electric dipole interaction which is localized within the atomic K-shell, 
produces a photoelectron with I  =1. As this p wave electron escapes into the 
continuum, the anisotropic molecular field can scatter the electron into the entire 
range of angular momentum states contributing to the allowed a  and tc channels.





*0.3 -0.4 -0 J  -02 -01 0.10.4 06
Fig. 2.5 Partial photoionization cross sections for four channels in K-shell 
photoionization of N2 from ref. [2 ],
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Moreover, the spatial extent of the molecular field where the separation of the 
two atoms is 1 .1  A, enables the I  = 3 component of the a  continuum to overcome the 
centrifugal barrier and penetrate into the molecular core region at the kinetic energy 
of ~ 1 Ry. This penetration is rapid, occurring with a phase shift o f ~ 7t over the range 
of ~ 0.3 Ry. These circumstances produce the dramatic enhancement in cross section, 
which is the well-known /  -wave shape resonance in the a  channel [2 ],
There is compelling evidence for the shape resonance phenomenon for a huge 
variety of molecules [42]. In fact, there exists a monograph on NEXAFS [43] which 
deals primarily with this topic and is a useful bibliography of molecular systems whose 
shape resonances have been investigated.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
3.1 Experimental Philosophy
We give an overview of the experiment to provide a basis for the detailed 
discussion of its relevant features that follow. Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 show schematics of 
the overall layout of the experiment and the side view of the apparatus respectively. A 
two-stage capillary differential pumping system guides the synchrotron radiation into 
the experimental chamber where it intersects gas molecules emerging from an effusive 
gas jet. The pressure in the chamber is Phjgh ~ 6  x 10*4  Torr and the differential 
pumping system maintains the ultrahigh vacuum of the beamline (Piow ~ 1 x 10*9
Torr) and electron storage ring. This 6 -order-of-magnitude reduction allows us to 
maintain a relatively “bright” fluorescing volume, which results in strong signals as 
seen in these measurements. This is particularly important as the ionization cross 
section is exceedingly low at 200eV above threshold. The background gas pressure is 
maintained at 6  x 10*4  Torr for the measurements and we also check the results at
lower pressures (2 x IO-4  Torr and 4 x IO"4  Torr). Fig. 3.3 shows the pressure 
dependence for the fluorescence polarization data for the three molecules. The results 
indeed indicate that the data are free o f artifacts due to secondary processes. We 
estimate that the effective pressure in the interaction region is 1 0 -1 0 0  times greater 
than the background chamber pressure. The fluorescence is collected from the 
interaction region in the traditional right angle geometry before it passes through the 
polarization analyzer. The intensity of the fluorescence is measured by a cooled
31
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photomultiplier tube for two positions of the polarization analyzer, i.e., when its 
polarization axis is rotated parallel and perpendicular to the electric field vector of the
Fig. 3.1 Experimental schematic: Overall layout.
incident excitation radiation. The dark count contributions are assessed by having a 
shutter in the path of the fluorescence radiation. All the data acquisition links between 
the control personal computer (AT/386) and the polarization analyzer, the excitation 
monochromator, and the vacuum ultraviolet photodiode (used to monitor the intensity 
of the incident radiation) are controlled via standard Computer Automated 
Measurement and Control (CAMAC) and serial links. With this experimental 
methodology in mind, we can proceed to discuss various aspects of the experiment in 
detail [32].
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Fig. 3.2 Experimental apparatus- Side view.
The centerpiece of CAMD is a normal-conducting electron storage ring 
optimized for the production of soft x-rays. The radiation from the storage ring is 
monochromatized by a 6 m plane grating monochromator (PGM). The PGM beamline
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Fig. 3.3 Pressure dependence of the fluorescence polarization (P) for few selected 
energies spanning the excitation range.
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became operational in 1993 and is designed for many applications which require a 
wide spectral range. It can be utilized in different operating modes depending on the 
experimental criteria. The available modes of operation are high resolution, high 
throughput and high order rejection modes. Synchrotron radiation in the range lOeV 
to 1200 eV can be dispersed by two gratings; the low energy grating has 360 
grooves/mm and the high energy grating has 1220 grooves/mm. The optical 
components and layout of the PGM are shown in Fig. 3.4. The radiation is collimated 
in the horizontal plane by the cylindrical collimating mirror and focused vertically on 
the entrance slit of the monochromator by the cylindrical vertical mirror. The 
radiation then passes through a four jaw aperture to a plane premirror that translates 
and rotates so that the grating has an additional degree of freedom. This allows the 
monochromator to be operated in three modes: 1) fixed focus mode 2 ) the high order
i:
Fig. 3.4 Optical layout of the PGM beam line. Distances are in mm.
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rejection mode and 3) the high throughput mode [17]. The radiation is diffracted by 
the grating to a spherical mirror that focuses it on the exit slit, after which it is again 
focused into the experimental chamber by a toroidal refocusing mirror.
For the polarization measurements, we operate the monochromator in the high 
throughput mode where the premirror maintains an angle of incidence such that the 
grating operates at its blaze angle and the photon flux is maximized over the range of 
20 eV to 250 eV by using different premirror angles from 77.1’ to 86.5’. It is 
particularly important to use the high throughput mode at high energies where the 
photoionization cross section is low. The low energy grating (360 grooves/mm) is 
used for the entire excitation range. This wide spectral coverage is possible without 
any grating changes, which is a significant advantage for these survey studies. We use 
an aluminum filter to evaluate influences of higher-order contributions on the 
measured polarization above 36 eV. No effects beyond experimental data scatter are 
measurable. The excitation monochromator is operated with 2 mm slit heights 
(entrance and exit), resulting in an energy bandwidth of 0.5 eV [44],
The incident photon flux can be measured by the tungsten mesh before the 
experimental chamber and also by the flat circular AI-AI2O3 photodiode suspended
within a cylindrical anode kept at a positive potential ~ 100 V. Incident vacuum 
ultraviolet (VUV) photons cause emission of low energy electrons that are collected 
by the anode and a picoammeter is connected to the cathode to read the rate of the 
emission of the electrons from the cathode. The picoammeter also provides a voltage
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output which is proportional to current, and the output is fed into a voltage-to- 
frequency (V/F) converter. The output of the V/F converter, which is proportional to 
its input voltage is measured by a CAMAC Hex Scalar (Kinetic Systems, Module 
361S) and provides a measure of the incident flux. Even though a lot of factors affect 
the photon flux, the typical reading of the picoammeter is ~ lOnA. We can estimate 
the incident photon flux from this current.
10 x 10- 9 A =  10-8 c/s = IO"8 c/s /  1.6 x 10- 19 C/e- = 10“  e7s 3.2.1.1
The quantum efficiency of the photodiode is approximately 10 %, i.e., one electron is 
detected for every 10 incident photons on the photocathode. Therefore the incident 
flux is estimated as 1 0 12 hv/s in the high throughput mode with beam currents of 100 
mA in the electron storage ring operating at 1.3 GeV. The fluorescence polarization 
intensities for both positions of the polarization analyzer are normalized to the 
incident flux [44-45].
3.2.2 Estimate of Polarization of the Synchrotron Source:
The synchrotron radiation from the electron storage ring at CAMD provides a 
highly polarized and intense source of VUV light. The detailed calculation for the 
radiated power from a storage ring allows the intensity emitted to be expressed in 
terms of the radiation polarized with either the electric field vector e perpendicular or 
parallel to the electron orbit plane. Viewed in the plane of the orbit, the radiation is 
100  % plane polarized with the e vector in the plane of the orbit. Out of this plane 
both components of polarization are seen and the degree of polarization is wavelength 
dependent. However, the degree of polarization is at least 75 % for radiation
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integrated over all wavelengths and all vertical angles. Radiation from an electron 
storage ring is therefore all plane polarized or elliptically polarized, depending on the 
beamline conditions and the wavelength region of the spectrum [2 ].
In general, monochromators have a polarizing effect on the radiation they 
disperse. This can be caused by the use of reflecting or transmitting optics at other 
than normal incidence, by gratings, or by narrow slits. The amount of such a 
polarization will vary with beamline design and can be expected to show a spectral 
dependence. For the fluorescence polarization experiments, it is desirable to know the 
degree of plane polarization which exists in the radiation emerging from the 
monochromator in order to correct the results for the incomplete polarization of the 
incident radiation. Measurements of the degree of plane polarization of the incident 
radiation can be done from the visible region to the near ultraviolet, where 
transmission polarizers like rhombs or piles-of-plates made of LiF or MgFj can be 
used. Extreme ultraviolet transmission polarizers are limited in their wavelength
9
coverage to wavelengths longer than about 1 2 0 0  A  because of absorption by the 
polarizing medium. Fortunately the plane polarization of a beam of radiation can be 
determined with a polarizer which is only partially effective, if the degree of 
polarization of the polarizer is known, by observing the change in the intensity of the 
beam while rotating the polarizer. A reflector might be used as such a partial plane 
polarizer in the vacuum ultraviolet. If the optical constants of the reflector material 
are known, the polarization of the reflector at any angle of incidence could be 
predicted. Unfortunately, the accurate determination o f optical constants requires a
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knowledge of the polarization of the incident radiation. Some reflection polarizers 
have been described in the literature that use gold or A1 + MgF2 but these are 
effective over a small energy range [46-47]. Thus, for the polarization measurements 
in this work which extend into the soft x-ray regime, to obtain an estimate of the 
degree of plane polarization of the incident radiation is a non trivial task.
In order to circumvent the problem, we implement ray tracing calculations 
using the optical-simulation software package SHADOW [18] which can provide an 
estimate of the degree of plane polarization of the synchrotron radiation at the point 
where it enters the experimental chamber through the exit slit of the PGM beamline. 
The basic philosophy to carry out the simulation is to set the optical parameters for 
the PGM for specific photon energies and the results of the calculations give the 
resolution, dispersion and degree of plane polarization of the incident beam, Pbeam f°r
each photon energy, hv. The simulations were carried out for fixed angles of the 
premirror, y corresponding to the high throughput mode for three photon energies. 
The results a re :
These data are then fitted appropriately to obtain a realistic variation of Pbeam 88 a 
continuous function of excitation energy, Eexc, over the entire range studied. The 
result (shown in Fig. 3.5) is :
hv = 32eV,y = 77.1° 
Pbeam = |  hv = 90 eV, y = 79° .
hv = 270 eV,y = 85.5°
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
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Fig. 3.5 Polarization of synchrotron radiation as function of excitation energy 
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where In*110 and are the intensities of the incident beam with polarization vectors 
parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the electron orbit. From this we can correct 
the degree of fluorescence polarization observed, P^g, for the incomplete polarization 
of the incident radiation:
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where corresponds to the fluorescence polarization that would be observed if
the incident beam was completely linearly polarized and assumes incoherent 
superposition.
3.2.3 Vacuum Aspects
Storage rings and beamlines operate at ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) with pressures in the
range o f 10"10 to 10"11 Torr which is the compatible pressure for obtaining stable 
synchrotron radiation. In the gas phase polarization experiments, typical sample 
pressures in the experimental chamber are in the range ~ IO-4 to 10“3 Torr and hence 
the experimental chamber must be isolated from the UHV of the beamline. This is 
achieved by using a two-stage capillary differential pumping system which creates a 
large conduction barrier for the gas molecules to move in the direction of the 
beamline. An intermediate chamber (6 way cross) is used between the experimental 
chamber and the beamline (shown in Fig. 3.2). Two glass capillary tubes of internal 
diameter 2mm connect the 6 way cross to the experimental chamber and provide the 
requisite conduction barrier, moreover they channel the incident radiation towards the 
interaction region. A small gap of about 3 mm separates them and this region is 
pumped by a 50 liter s*1 turbo pump (Balzers, TPU 50). The experimental chamber 
and the 6 way cross are pumped by a 2500 liter s-1 (CTI-Cryogenics, Cryo-Torr 10) 
and a 170 liter s-1 turbo pump (Balzers, TPU 170), respectively.
The background pressure in the chamber is maintained at ~ 6 x 10"4 Torr. 
Since the capillary tubes have a very small diameter, few gas molecules stray towards 
the intermediate chamber and these are pumped away by the vacuum pump. The
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differential pumping system allows the 6 way cross to be pumped down to pressures 
as low as ~ 2 x IO*4 Torr. In order to achieve these vacuum conditions, all 
components in the 6 way cross should be cleaned in an ultrasound bath. Low' vapor 
pressure solvents such as methanol or acetone are used for this purpose which are 
quickly pumped away in contrast to water vapor that takes a long time to be pumped 
away. For the same reason, if need arises to vent the system, it should be done with a 
dry inert gas like nitrogen or argon to ensure quick turnaround time.
The 6 way cross is baked at ~ 150° C for about IS hours. This helps in the 
desorption of gas molecules sticking to surfaces. Aluminum foil is wrapped around 
the cross to ensure a uniform distribution of heat over all surfaces. Once the required 
pressure is obtained, the pneumatic gate valve isolating the beamline and the 6 way 
cross is opened to allow the synchrotron radiation to enter the intermediate chamber. 
As a precaution , this gate valve is interlocked to the pressure in the 6 way cross so 
that if the pressure exceeds the set point (~ 1 x 10*8 Torr) the gate valve will shut 
immediately, maintaining the UHV conditions of the beamline.
The capillary tubes perform the important function of guiding the synchrotron 
radiation to the interaction region. The length of the capillary tube which extends into 
the 6 way cross is chosen so that the tip of its bore is as close as possible to the point 
where the radiation comes to a focus after passing through the beamline exit flange. 
In this way, it captures the entire photon flux and the radiation is channeled by total 
internal reflection without much absorption towards the other end. The two capillary
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tubes must be well aligned with respect to each other to avoid loss of light due to 
scattering.
The end of the capillary tube which extends into the experimental chamber 
must be positioned close to the region of interaction which lies at the focus of the 
collimating lens that collects the fluorescence from excited ions. This point is located 
by an alignment pin mounted on a linear feedthrough. The tip of the pin is moved to 
the desired position and the incident beam is directed on it. The length of the capillary 
tube is chosen so that its face lies ~ 1cm from the interaction region, though this 
could vary slightly depending on the degree of absorption of the sample. Thus we see 
the capillary tube arrangement acts as an efficient optical fiber for the VUV radiation 
and we estimate transmissions greater than 65 % for photons with energy less than 
lOOeV. Alignment is done with zero order incident radiation where there is no 
dispersion and all wavelengths are present. The visible wavelengths help locate the 
beam position which facilitates the positioning of the capillary tubes. Fine tuning of 
the capillary tube positions can be done by maximizing the current reading on the 
picoammeter which is connected to the cathode o f the VUV photodiode. The 
pneumatic gate valve which separates the 6  way cross and the beamline can be 
mounted with a glass window so that alignment is possible even if the pressure 
conditions do not permit the opening of the gate valve [45].
3.2.4 Sample Handling and Transfer
We use three samples N2, CO and N2O which are obtained commercially and are 99 
% pure. CO is toxic and poses serious fire and/or health hazards, necessitating some
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obvious precautions. First, the gas handling manifold is checked for leaks; this 
precaution also prevents contaminating the sample with impurities. Second, the gas 
cylinders are housed in a cabinet that is connected to an exhaust system, which 
precludes potential disasters in case of a leak. Third, all samples must be compatible 
with the materials they come in contact with such as valves, tubes and vacuum 
equipment. Lastly, all vacuum pumps are vented to an exhaust system. For example, 
the cryopump works on the principle of adsorbing the gases and storing them on 
charcoal; these gases are released when the temperature inside the cryopump rises 
after a shut-down.
We evacuate and purge the gas handling manifold before introducing the 
sample. The gas sample is then passed through the small aperture of a gas jet mounted 
on an XYZ manipulator. The gas jet set up has the advantage of providing a high 
density of molecules to the incident radiation as most of the molecules are confined to 
a thin pencil-like volume. The gas jet position can be moved by adjusting the XYZ 
manipulator so that this pencil-like volume intersects the path of the incident radiation 
and the fluorescence signal can be maximized. The gas jet is used in its effusive mode 
which corresponds to a typical aperture size of about 800 microns. The expansion of 
the gas through an orifice of this size keeps the neutral gas molecules at 250-290 K. 
At room temperature, the translational energy of a molecule is about 25 meV which is 
large compared to typical rotational energy level spacings (~ 1 meV). As a result, the 
number of populated rotational states is large and the distribution of molecules in the 
various states can be described by Boltzmann statistics. Keeping the molecules
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rotationally hot allows a classical treatment of the problem and the high J limiting 
expressions can be used to facilitate the polarization analysis.
3.2.5 Optics
All optical components are chosen with the criterion of having large 
transmittance (for lenses and polarizers) over a range of wavelengths spanning from 
210 nm (near-ultraviolet) to 750nm (visible). Fused-silica is an ideal material for 
lenses, offering transmittances as high as 90 % in this wavelength range. The optical 
components such as lenses, filters and glass windows, are checked for inherent 
polarizable properties which would adversely affect the fluorescence polarization 
measurements. Two kinds of polarization analyzers are used depending on the 
wavelength of the fluorescence monitored. For the N2 and N2O experiments, 90 % of
the fluorescence from the excited ions lies at wavelengths of Xfl ~ 390nm and Xfl ~ 
355 nm respectively. A square sheet polarizer (2x2*, Polaroid Model HNPB) with 
transmittance ~ 12 % in this wavelength range proved to be effective. For the CO 
experiment, the CO+(B^S+ -> X^S*) fluorescence is in the ultraviolet (Xfl ~ 220nm) 
necessitating the use of a crystal polarizing cube (side 0.5', Karl Lambrecht Model 
TFPC-12) which has a transmittance of ~ 40 % in this wavelength range. A narrow
band interference filter was used to reject the strong CO+(A2 e+ —> X^S+) 
fluorescence as well as atomic and atomic ion fluorescence resulting from 
photodissociation processes. For the N2 and N2 O experiments ,data was taken with
appropriately chosen interference filters (model #s 390-S-1D and 355-S-1D) to check
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Fig. 3.6 Transmission curves for the interference filters.
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Fig. 3.7 Fluorescence polarization (P) for few selected energies, spanning the 
excitation range. The data is obtained with and without the interference filters in 
place.
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for atomic and atomic ion fluorescence resulting from photodissociation processes, 
especially at higher energies. The results were found to be consistent within 
experimental scatter with data taken without the interference filters. However it 
should be noted that for the CO case, when the interference filter (model # 220-B- 
1D) is not used, the experimental results are consistently lower by 0 .6%-l% than 
when the filter is in place. The transmission curves of the interference filters are
shown in Fig. 3.6. This indicatesd the strong CO+(A2z+ -> X^Z+) fluoresence is 
largely responsible for affecting the polarization rather than the atomic and atomic ion 
fluorescence which are very weak.The results are shown in Fig. 3.7.
The optical layout for the CO experiment is shown in Fig. 3.8. All lenses are 
plano-convex with 25mm diameters. The collecting lens and collimating lens have 
focal lengths of 76.2mm and their positions are adjusted so as to maximize the 
fluorescence collection efficiency from the interaction region as well as to reduce the 
diameter of the collimated beam of light so that all the fluorescence passes through 
the cubic crystal polarizer. It is important to note that the crystal polarizer will only 
retain its polarizing properties for normal angle incidence. Two crossed crystal 
polarizers were mounted in the path of the fluorescence, and it was found that the 
transmittance was less than 0.5 % of that obtained with only one polarizer. A further 
check on the alignment was to rotate the polarizer back and forth through 180°, and 
see if the degree of fluorescence polarization was zero. The optical layout for the N2 
and N2 O experiments is shown in Fig. 3.9. In this case the collecting lens position is 
such that the focus of the lens lies approximately at the interaction region so that the
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Fig. 3.8 Experimental schematic for CO experiment
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Fig. 3.9 Experimental schematic for N2 and N2 O experiments.
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incident fluorescence is rendered parallel. The collimating lens is not required and the 
crystal polarizer is replaced by the sheet polarizer because it is bigger and the incident 
angle is not so critical. The polarizers are placed on a mount which can be rotated by 
a drive screw driven by a stepping motor, which is controlled by a CAMAC stepping 
Motor Controller (Kinetic System Model 3362) interfaced to a computer. The final 
optical detection efficiency r|det can be determined by separating the fluorescence
collection efficiency and the transmission efficiency The collection efficiency 
of the collecting lens is the ratio of the corresponding solid angle Q  of the lens to the 
maximum solid angle 4tc, so  r ^ i  =  Q  /  4tc. For the diameter =  25mm and focal length
= 1 0 0mm of the lens, the solid angle £2 is given by 47t x (1 - cos0 ), where 0  = tan' 1 
(12.5/100). Therefore the collection efficiency is
T|coi=  [2tc(1-cos0)] /  4tc ~ 0.4 %. 3.2.5.1
The transmission efficiency is estimated from the following factors: 90 % 
transmitted photons sopt through lenses and windows; ~ 15 % - 40 % transmitted 
photons e^ i through the polarizer (depending on type of polarizer used and 
wavelength of fluorescence monitored); 25 % transmitted photons egj through the 
interference filter and 10 % quantum efficiency of the photocathode of the PMT. 
Thus a rough estimate of the transmission efficiency is
Tltra — ®opt * ®pol ^ ®fil ^ s det *  ^  3.2 .5.2
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Note that the is increased by~4  times by removing the interference filter. 
The net detection efficiency is estimated as a product o f the collection efficiency 
t|Cq£ and the transmission efficiency Therefore,
Tlnet “  l̂col * ^tra ® 0-003 % 3.2.5.3
The net detection efficiency is useful in obtaining an estimate of the net count 
rate. The number of excited state ions formed per second 1 ^  is determined as a 
product of four factors:
Iexc = I o x N x a x £ ,  3.2.S.4
where the incident intensity Iq is estimated as 1012 hv/s, and the number density N of 
target molecules at sample pressures 3 x 10-2 Torr is 1015 cm3. Typical partial 
ionization cross sections (a) are ~ 1 x 10' 18 cm2 and path lengths (£) are ~ 0.5cm. 
Thus, the excitation rate is of the order ~ 2.5 x 108 Hz. This, combined with the net 
detection efficiency rinet, gives the fluorescence detection rate, Inet, as
Inet= lexc * ̂ Inet ® Hz. 3.2.5.5
This estimate is consistent with observed intensities for levels with relatively large 
photoproduction cross sections.
It is important to address the issue of minimizing and assessing the 
background count. The background count is due to either light leaks or thermionic 
emission of electrons from the detector photocathode. To monitor the background 
contribution, a shutter is placed in the path of the fluorescence radiation. Data is taken 
with the shutter in open position followed by the shutter in closed position which
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yields the net (i.e. the real) count rate and associated intensity. Let 0 ^ ^  be the total 
count rate (shutter open) and C^ i r  be the background count rate (shutter closed). 
The net count rate is
Cnet=  Qotal— ^badc 3.2.5.6
If data is taken for t seconds then the total number of counts (Itotai), background 
counts Oback) ^  net counts (Inet) are related similarly as
Inet=  ^total-  Iback 3.2.S.7
and their uncertainties as
I
= { ( A W ) 2 +(AIback)2}2 . 3.2.58
Photon statistics are governed by the Poisson distribution
ai = Vl T  * V i. 3.2.5.9
Therefore
^Ijjgf = (ltotal+ Iback)2 3.2.5.10
and the fractional uncertainty is
Alnet _  (Itotai + Iback)2 
Inet (itotai — Iback)
3.2.5.11
Eqs. 3.2.5.10 and 3.2.5.11 are used to determine the statistical uncertainty of the 
data. Eq. 3.2.5.11 can be rewritten as
Alnet _  (itotai + ^back)2 t~? 3 2 5 12
Inet (C total ~  ^back)
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This shows that by increasing the accumulation time, the uncertainty in data can be 
made smaller even if signal levels are relatively low. This is an important 
consideration for estimating the scan time to obtain data of some given uncertainty 
[45], For a fixed gas pressure, the signal level is determined by the photoionization 
cross section and the flux of the incident radiation which are both energy dependent 
Both these factors are relatively low at high energies (~ 200 eV ) when compared to 
values at lower energies (~ 40 eV). Thus it is necessary to increase the accumulation 
time at high energies to obtain data with small uncertainty (~ 0.2%- 0.3%) since the 
magnitudes of the polarization values are themselves very small. The total 
accumulation time is a function of the number of shutter cycles, the exposure time for 
each shutter cycle (time for which the shutter remains open or closed), and the 
number of rotation cycles to rotate the polarizer back and forth through 90 degrees in 
order to obtain data in the parallel and perpendicular positions. Obviously, with the 
existing set up it is impossible to obtain data simultaneously for the two positions of 
the polarizer and experimental conditions will slightly change with time. In order to 
obtain data for similar experimental conditions , it would seem appropriate to choose 
a larger number of rotation cycles over the shutter cycles so that for each rotation 
cycle the polarizer does not remain in either position for very long. However, it 
should be noted that it takes a finite amount of time to rotate the polarizer (~ 2 
seconds) while the shutter opens and closes in the order of milliseconds. Furthermore, 
small delays are introduced after the polarizer has rotated to a particular position to 
ensure that the shutter does not open for data accumulation before the polarizer is
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completely stationary. Thus an optimum balance is chosen between rotation and 
shutter cycles so that minimum amount of time is spent in data acquisition at a 
particular excitation energy, but care is chosen to ensure the signal levels have low 
statistical uncertainty. Also, the net count at each position of the polarizer is 
normalized to the incident beam current which changes over the total accumulation 
time. The computer program for automated data collection is contained in the 
APPENDIX and the subroutine pmt has details of the data acquisition loop.
3.2.6 Detector and Data Acquisition Electronics
The fluorescence intensity is measured by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). A 
conventional PMT is used with a transmission-mode photocathode. The choice of the 
photocathode depends on the spectral range desired as well as the incident flux. Since 
the fluorescence signals are weak, we use the single photon counting mode where the 
output pulses from the PMT due to incident photons are separated and their number 
is directly proportional to the amount of incident light. The single photon counting 
technique circumvents instabilities typical of low current measurements. The 
photocathode must have a high quantum efficiency, low dark count, and good single 
photon selectivity. A GaAs(Cs) photocathode with a fused silica window 
(Hamamatsu, Model #943-02) is ideal for this purpose and is used in the PMT. The 
quantum yield of the PMT is ~ 10 % and the dark count rate is about 5 Hz when the 
PMT is cooled to -20° C. Moreover, the spectral response range which is determined 
by the window on the low wavelength side and the photocathode response on the
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high wavelength side, is slowly varying from the near ultraviolet to the infrared 
making the PMT suitable for these studies.
The output of the PMT is an extremely small current pulse (~ 0.3 jaA) and 
must be amplified to make it compatible with the typical input range of data 
acquisition and processing electronics. To achieve this we use a low noise, high speed 
NIM voltage amplifier (EG&G Ortec, Model 574). The current to voltage 
transformation is achieved by a 50 Q input impedance of the amplifier. This matches 
the 50 Cl coaxial cable used to transmit the signal and thus prevents signal distortion 
and attenuation. The amplifier provides a gain of about 90 or 400 and preserves the 
polarity of the input. Typical voltage outputs are ~ 140 mV which are large compared 
to noise levels of about <30 mV. The output of the amplifier consists of pulses due to 
electron emission from the photocathode with noise that must be filtered. Besides, the 
PMT output characteristics, such as shape, amplitude and duration, vary over a wide 
range and these variations are increased due to cabling techniques and amplification. 
Hence, it is necessary to convert the PMT pulses into pulses of standard amplitude 
and duration which are compatible with conventional signal processing units. This is 
achieved by using a NIM discriminator (PRA, Model 1761) which accepts the output 
from the amplifier and for each input pulse above a certain threshold, it delivers a 
standardized logic NIM pulse (-0.8V into 50 Q load). The output pulses from the 
discriminator are completely independent of all characteristics of the input signal 
except for the time of occurrence. The threshold of the discriminator is set by 
displaying the amplifier output on an oscilloscope and estimating the noise amplitude.
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The final stage in data acquisition involves the counting of the pulses from the 
discriminator. A visual display can be obtained by inputting the pulses to a NIM 
Scalar (EG&G Qrtec, Model 871) or automating the process by using a CAMAC 
Scalar (Kinetic Systems, Module 3615) which is programmed to count a number of 
pulses in a predetermined time. In this way, the fluorescence polarization intensity is 
measured while the excitation monochromator is scanned over a wide range of 
energy.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Photoionization o f an atomic or molecular target by interaction with a beam of 
light is well known to be an inherently anisotropic process. This anisotropy manifests 
itself in two ways: 1) through the angular distribution o f the photoelectron described 
by the P parameter (-1 < (3 < 2) and 2) through the alignment of the residual target 
ion. When an inner shell electron is ejected, the residual target ion is formed in an 
excited electronic state and the alignment is readily determined by measuring the 
degree of polarization of resulting target ion fluorescence. By this means Poliakoff et 
al. [4] first demonstrated molecular photoion alignment using the Synchrotron 
Ultraviolet Radiation Facility (SURF-II) storage ring of the U.S. National Bureau of 
Standards to photoionize N 2 by removal of an inner au 2s electron [5].
In this chapter I present the results and discussion for the N2, CO and N2 O 
fluorescence polarization experiments. In all three cases emission from the resulting 
excited molecular ion is found to be partially polarized and the degree of linear 
polarization is studied as a function of the ionizing synchrotron radiation. From the 
degree of polarization it is possible to estimate the ratio o f the dipole strengths for the 
two degenerate (ka, kx) ionization pathways. However, this analysis requires that the 
spectroscopy of the ion fluorescence is understood. This chapter is divided into two 
broad sections. The results and discussion for the N2 and CO isoelectronic systems 
are presented in one section and those for the polyatomic system of N2 O are 
presented in the latter section. For the N2 and CO systems experimental results are
58
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compared with theory, while for N2 O only the experimental results are presented and 
analyzed as no theoretical calculations are available for comparison.
4.1 2 cr1l~*Fhotoionization of m an d  4a-1 Photoionization of CO 
Theory
The electronic configuration of the neutral N2 target molecules is KK 
( 2 a g)2( 2 a u) 2(l7Cu) 2(3CTg) 2, and the term symbol is N2+(X1Sg+). In the excitation 
process, an electron is removed from the 2au orbital, and we monitor fluorescence 
resulting from the radiative decay of a 3ag electron into the 2au ' 1 hole. The 
fluorescence polarization data are obtained for photon energies of 20eV £ hv £ 
250eV by measuring the fluorescence intensities hvfl from the excitation-fluorescence 
sequence shown below:
N2+(X1Lg+) + hvexc -* N2+(B2 V )  + e'(kag, kxg) ->
N2+(X2Sg+) + hvfl (390 nm)
4.1.1
For CO, the electronic configuration is KK (3 a)2(4a)2( 1 x)4(5<r)2, and the term 
symbol is COpC1̂ ) .  In the excitation process, an electron is removed from the 4a 
orbital, and we monitor fluorescence resulting from the radiative decay of a 5a 
electron into the 4a -1 hole. The fluorescence polarization data are obtained for 
photon energies o f 20eV < hv £ 230eV by measuring the fluorescence intensities hvfl 
from the excitation-fluorescence sequence shown below:
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COCX1!*) + hvexc -> CO+(B2I +) + e”(ko, lot) ->
CO+(X2S+) + hvfl (220 nm)
4.1.2
Note that the photoionization sequence for CO is analogous to that of N2, the only 
difference being that the g/u characterization relevant to inversion symmetry is absent 
[5]-
Theoretical analysis and associated calculations are particularly important for 
these systems as previous experiments have not been performed at such high energies. 
The high photoelectron kinetic energies can result in substantial rotational excitation, 
which in turn can influence the molecular alignment [5-7,11]. As Eqs. 4.1.1 indicates, 
an electron ejected from the N2 2ou orbital can exit via the kog> and krcg continuum 
channels. Ejection through the kag channel results in an electron-ion complex that has 
Eu+ final state symmetry, while ejection into the k7Cg continuum produces an electron- 
ion complex with IIU symmetry. The key point is that the absorption transition dipole
tilts relative to the plane of rotation depending on the relative strengths and 
interference between partial waves of the competing channels, thereby modulating the 
degree of alignment [4,11], Classically, the alignment is a measure of the spatial 
anisotropy o f the angular momentum vectors, while quantum mechanically it is a 
measure of the unequal populations of the Mj sublevels. In the present studies, we are
interested in the alignment for the J+ levels of the excited B states of N2+ and CO+.
The alignment, Aq(2)(J+) , ranges from -1 to 2 [11,19,20] and is determined by
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where o(J+,M J+ ) is the total cross section for the MJ+ sublevel of the level. In our
calculations, o ( J + ,M J + ) is sum m ed over all the contributions from  th e  M j q 
sublevels o f  the  initial Jg levels:
2
a(J+,M J+) = £  PMj0Mj0 c lm(Mj0 »M j+)
l , i n , J o , M j Q
4.1.4
where Pm jqm j+ *s the population o f the M jfl sublevel of the initial state and the
coefficients C/mCM j Q, ) are related to the probability for photoionization of the
magnetic M j q sublevel leading to the sublevel of the ion. For a transition
of interest here, both initial and final states can be best described by the Hund’s case 
(b) coupling scheme and C;m(M j0 ,M J+ ) has the simple form [2 1 ,2 2 ]




" N + N 0 ( N t 1 t '
; m n + m n 0 m tJ l 'mt Po
(- )  
iX |i.
' n + N0 N tY N t 1 I '  
^-A+ A0 Xt P
4.1.5
where C' are some laboratory-frame quantities, the photoelectron matrix
element between the initial state and photoelectron wave function, N t the angular
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momentum transfer, m and X the projections of I  in the laboratory and molecular 
frames, respectively, and |i and Mo the photon polarization index in the molecular and 
laboratory frames, respectively.
In our calculations of the alignment parameter Ao(2)(J+) , we assume an initial 
rotational temperature of 250 K for N2 and CO. The analysis here is quantum 
mechanical, as opposed to the semiclassical treatment used for previous studies 
[4,10], To convert the results into polarization data appropriate for comparison to 
experiment, we use a simplifying approximation. Specifically, because the major 
contributions to the fluorescence will be from high J+ levels (i.e., the target molecules 
are warm), it is possible to use a limiting expression which relates the polarization to 
the alignment. For a E-Z fluorescence transition P and R branch transitions (AJ = ± 1) 
dominate and as shown in chapter two, the alignment parameter, is given by [11]:
averaging over all Aq(2)(J+) with N+ > 10. Here N+ is the total angular momentum 
exclusive of spin for the B state of CO+ or N2+ and J+ = N+ ± 1/2. Such an average is
approximately the same for both J+ = N+ + 1/2 and J+ = N+ -  1/2 levels for high N+.
4.1.6
where denotes a high-J thermal average.
To calculate the polarization determined by
appropriate since Eq. 4.1.6 is valid only in the high-J limit and the Aq^ ( J +) are
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( a ?>) is not sensitive to the actual values of N+ included in this averaging provided
N+ is not too close to zero.
To contrast this analysis with previous ones performed at lower photon 
energies [4], we calculate the alignment of the rotational levels quantum mechanically 
and use only the high N+ to predict the polarization. Previous treatments at lower 
energy (e.g., ref 9) assume implicitly the alignment can be calculated semiclassically, 
which is not appropriate for high energies employed here. It is interesting to compare 
the fully quantum mechanical results with semiclassical results which assume that the 
plane of rotation is not significantly affected by the ionization process and that the 
interference between the partial waves do not influence the polarization [4,5]. As
2*
defined before, the dipole strengths are defined as = £^ n ( - )  u im
2 f—t 2
andD7t = D <±1±1 and the ratio R defines the relative strengths, i.e.,
2 2R  = / Dct . For a pure ct—»ka excitation, the absorption transition is 2 -  £ and
the transition dipole lies parallel to the intemuclear axis [23]. One can show that this 
pathway results in ^ A ^  = -2/5 and P = +1/7. On the other hand, a pure a->krc
excitation is a £ -> II transition and the absorption dipole lies perpendicular to the 
intemuclear axis. In this case, = + l/5 and P = -1/13. For a situation which is
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neither pure ko nor pure kn, there is a relation between the dipole strength ratio R 
and alignment parameter
which assumes the plane of rotation does not change during the excitation or 
fluorescence process [5], Eq. 4.1.7 is commonly used to relate the fluorescence 
polarization to the relative strengths of the degenerate pathways [4,5], Specifically,
Eq. 4.1.8 is predicated on the assumption that the photoelectron dynamics do not 
influence the molecular rotation significantly. This simplification is not true at the 
higher photon energies, as the change in angular momentum (AN = N+ -  Nq) is not 
small compared to the target angular momentum at the higher photon energies [14], 
Final state photoelectron wave functions were generated for the 2au -> kag,
k7tg channels of N j and for the 4a -> ka, kiz channels of CO. The calculations are 
performed at the Hartree-Fock level and the photoelectron orbitals are obtained by 
numerical solution of the Lipmann-Schwinger Eqs. using an iterative procedure, 
based on the Schwinger variational principle [24]. Details of calculations can be found 
in refs. 14 and 15.
4.1.7
Eqs. 4.1.6 and 4.1.7 can be combined to obtain the relationship between R and P:
r _ 2-14P  
1 + 13P
4.1.8
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Results
The calculated magnitudes of the photoelectron matrix element for CO and N2
are given in Figs. 4 .1 and 4.2, respectively. The magnitudes, In , are given for
partial waves in both continuum channels (i = 0  for kcr and i = ± 1 for lex). The 
composition of these matrix elements shows that the photoionization dynamics is far 
from atomiclike, even at the highest energies. To see this, consider the composition of 
the N2 2 o u orbital, which is 90.65 % p and 6 .6 6  % f  character. With the target orbital
being o f p character, dominant s (£ = 0 ) and d (£ = 2 ) partial wave contributions to 
the photoelectron element would be expected on the basis of an atomiclike propensity 
rule. This is not observed for CO or for N2. Both molecules show the growth of 
higher angular momentum components with increasing energy, as expected [32].
Fig. 4.1 shows a strong shape resonance in the I  = 3 component o f the 
4<r->kcr channel of CO at hvexc » 35 eV. The N2 results in Fig. 4.2 do not show an 
analogous shape resonance, as only even values I  values are possible for the 2 a u_1 
channel. However Cooper minima are observed in the i  = 2 and i  = 4 components of 
the kcjg continuum of N2. The 1 = 2 component exhibits a Cooper minimum at hvexc 
» 140 eV. The I  = 4 component has two Cooper minima, a weak one at hvexc *  50 
eV and a more pronounced one at hvexc * 1 0 0  eV. These Cooper minima are seen
explicitly in the standing-wave form of the photoelectron matrix element, D* [25], 
No Cooper minima are observed for CO.
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Fig. 4.1 Calculated magnitudes of dipole strengths for individual partial waves for 
4a*1 photoionization of CO.
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Fig. 4.2 Calculated magnitudes of dipole strengths for individual partial waves for 
2 ctu_1 photoionization of N2.
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The polarization results for CO and N2 are shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, 
respectively. The bottom frame of each figure shows the measured polarization data 
along with predictions from calculations. The top frame shows the ratio of dipole 
strengths, i.e., the R  parameter of Eq. 4.1.8. In each bottom frame, the fully quantum 
mechanical results are shown as a dashed line and the semiclassical predictions based 
on the ratio of the dipole strengths are shown as a solid line. Surprisingly, the 
qualitative trends observed in the experiments are observed to be reproduced 
faithfully by Eq. 4.1.8, which was not intended to be used too far from threshold. 
While qualitative insights can be obtained by exploiting Eq. 4.1.8, quantitative 
interpretations require the use of Eqs. 4.1.1 - 4.1.5, particularly at higher photon 
energies. For CO, the experimental results are in good agreement with the fully 
quantum mechanical theory of Eqs. 4.1.1 - 4.1.5 and in fair agreement with the 
semiclassical model of Eqs. 4.1.6 and 4.1.7. Moreover, the experimental results for 
CO are in excellent agreement with results obtained previously over a more limited 
spectral range [5]. For N2, agreement between calculated and measured polarization
fluorescence is less satisfactory, especially near threshold. Previous determinations 
[4,5] gave P = 0.058 while this study gives P = 0.04. It is likely that the previous 
results are more accurate, as higher order contributions that are more prevalent in the 
experiments I have done, will tend to reduce the measured values. For qualitative 
trends of interest here, this discrepancy is minor and we will not consider it further. 
The theoretical results also appear to be free from systematic calculational errors. 
Indeed, the region near threshold was observed to exhibit similar disagreement with
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Fig. 4.3 CO+(B2S+-» X2! 4)  fluorescence polarization results. The bottom frame 
displays measured fluorescence data and predictions from theory. Dashed line: 
quantum mechanical results from Eq. 4.1.6. Solid line: semiclassical results from Eq.
4.1.8. The top frame gives the calculated ratio of dipole strengths.
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Fig. 4.4 N2+(B2Zu+->X2Sg+) fluorescence polarization results. The bottom frame
displays measured fluorescence data and predictions from theory. Dashed line: 
quantum mechanical results from Eq. 4.1.6. Solid line: semiclassical results from Eq.
4.1.8. The top frame gives the calculated ratio of dipole strengths.
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theory in earlier multiple scattering calculations [26,27], suggesting that the 
disagreement is a result of peculiarities of the N2 ionization dynamics near threshold 
rather than any experimental or calculaticnal shortcomings.
Discussion
First, we consider the effect o f the CO 4a-*ko shape resonance exhibited in 
the £ = 3 component (Fig. 4.2) on the polarization profile. Indeed, this feature at 
hvexc * 35 eV is clearly evident in the polarization profile of Fig. 4.3. This resonance 
has been observed [28] and identified [29] in previous studies of partial 
photoionization cross sections. A comparison of the 4a -> ka £ = 3 component 
shown in Fig. 4.3 shows that the polarization is simply reflecting the enhanced 
oscillator strength in the ko continuum. This CO case is the first observation where a 
polarization profile tracks the evolution of the shape resonant oscillator strength. 
Note that the shape resonance influences the polarization over a range from 20 eV to 
60 eV, emphasizing the utility of surveying the photoionization trends over ranges 
comparable to features of interest. Fig. 4.5 graphically illustrates the central theme of 
this dissertation that by obtaining results over an extended range of energy, we have a 
global view of the photoionization dynamics. First, Fig. 4.5 indicates that our 
experimental results are consistent and accurate with previous results of Guest et al 
[5] over the short range of excitation energy. However, their results fail to show the 
evolution of the shape resonance since their data was taken over a very limited range 
of energy (20-38 eV). This again emphasizes the importance of extending the present 
polarization studies over the wide range of energy so that not only can we examine
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Fig. 4.5 Comparison of CO polarization data with previous results of Guest et al 
[ref.5].
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the asymptotic behavior of the polarization at the highest energies, but we get an 
overall picture of how the profile of resonant features in the ionization continuum 
evolve over an extended energy range, as shown quite vividly in the case of the CO 
shape resonance. In fact, as can be seen from Fig. 4.5, both experimental data and 
theoretical calculations confirm these results. There is no analogous feature in the N2
data, as no features result in a buildup of oscillator strength in either 2cxu' 1 continuum.
To gain further insight into the dynamical aspects of the photoionization, we 
show the alignment parameter A o^(J+) at several photon energies for CO in Fig. 4.6. 
These energies (i.e., 32.7, 78.2, 149.7, and 199.7 eV) are chosen to best represent the 
entire spectral range. In Fig. 4.6, only one of the J+ components (i.e., J+ = N+ + 1/2) 
is shown since the other component has almost the same Ao(2)(J+) values except at
low J+ levels. Surprisingly, the alignment parameter values for all photon energies 
decrease monotonically with increasing rotational quantum number. This implies a
preference for populating the MJ+ « 0  sublevels over the M J+ * J+ sublevels at
higher rotational levels. This behavior is seen at other photon energies (not shown). 
This result is quite interesting since the initial Jq levels are unaligned (i.e., all M j q
sublevels are equally populated) and the same photoelectron matrix elements are used 
in the calculations for every sublevel. This trend can easily be understood from
Eq. 4.1.4 through the angular momentum couplings represented by the first two 3 — j 
symbols. From the symmetry properties of 3 -  j symbols, the change in angular 
momentum projection is confined to M N+ -  M n 0 = - m . Since the dominant partial
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Fig. 4.6 Alignment Parameter Aq(2)(J+) for photoionization of the 4a orbital of CO 
at several photon energies. Only the rotational levels with J+ = N+ + 1/2 are shown.
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waves components of the photoelectron have small angular momenta (I £ 4) and the 
initial state population peaks around J0  *  10, M ^ + * 0 (|m j+ * 0 )  sublevels will
yield higher cross sections than those with M N+ * N + (|m j+ * J + ) sublevels for
large N +(I+) levels. Other interesting features include the following: 0) most J+ 
levels have alignment parameters Ao^CJ4-) < 0  except for those at a photon energy of
78.2 eV. At 78.2 eV, the A g ^ I 4) are positive at lower J+ levels and negative at 
higher J+ levels. This reflects the valley in the behavior of the polarization of Fig. 4.3 
between 50 eV and 110 eV; (ii) the I  = 3 shape resonance pushes the A o ^ J 4) to 
relatively small values even at lower rotational levels; (iii) the contributions to the 
fluorescence polarization from the highest rotational J+ are small since they have 
relatively small total cross sections. These observations also hold in the case of N2 
except for the shape resonance behavior [32],
Often the claim is that alternative techniques provide complementary insights 
into a problem (e.g. refs 1-5), but it is rarely possible to demonstrate this concretely. 
The present results give us an unusual opportunity to do this quite graphically. 
Specifically, we contrast the polarization results (Figs. 4.3 and 4.4) with data from 
recent rotationally resolved photoionization investigation [14,16], The results from 
the previous rotationally resolved study are given in Fig. 4.7. Rotational excitation in 
photoionization is due to the ^-changing collisions that occur as the photoelectron 
escapes. Thus, the evolution of particular partial waves can cause dramatic changes in
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the degree of rotational excitation [14,16]. This can be contrasted with the 
polarization experiments, where the behavior is dictated primarily by the total 
oscillator strength in either the ka (kCTg) or the kx (tag) continuum.
We now compare the polarization data with the rotationally resolved data 
phenomenologically to illustrate that the information content of the two types of 
measurements are indeed complementary. First, Fig. 4.7 shows that the N2 
rotationally resolved experiments agree beautifully with theory, in Fig. 4.4, the 
polarization experimental data disagree with experiment unambiguously near 
threshold. Second, Fig. 4.7 shows that the N2 rotationally resolved data display a
pronounced inflection point at the Cooper minimum in the I  = 4 channel around 100 
eV; in Fig. 4.4, the polarization experimental data are featureless at hvexc * 100 eV. 
Third, Fig. 4.7 shows that the CO curves are comparatively flat in the hvexc * 35 eV 
region; in Fig. 4.3, the CO polarization data show a dramatic resonant peak. Indeed, 
these and many other striking differences are a convincing demonstration that the 
polarization data do indeed provide a useful independent probe of the photoionization 
dynamics [32],
Finally, it is useful to address the disagreement between calculated and 
measured values for N2, which is striking. The theory gives us insight into the cause
of this discrepancy. The reason that the theory exhibits P » 1/7 near threshold is 
because the oscillator strength in the kKg continuum is predicted to be vanishingly 
small (see Fig. 4.4). This is an underestimate for the k7tg contribution, which has been 
identified previously [4,5,16], although not explained in sufficient detail. It is likely




















Fig. 4.7 Recent rotationally resolved photoion distributions from experiment and 
theory on N j and CO systems.
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intrachannel redistribution of oscillator strength is responsible for the observed 
behavior but the question still remains as to why N j is affected so strongly while CO 
is not. This ability to use alternative techniques to pinpoint areas o f agreement and 
disagreement is quite powerful and is the central theme of this dissertation.
4.2 7o~l Photoionization of N-pO 
Theory
The electronic configuration of the neutral N2O target molecules is KK 
(2a)2(3a)2(4a)2(5o)2(6a)2(l7t)4(7a)2(27t)4 and the term symbol is N2 0 (X1S+). In 
the excitation process, an electron is removed from the 7o  orbital, and we monitor 
fluorescence resulting from the radiative decay of a 2k  electron into the 7a-1 hole. 
The fluorescence polarization data are obtained for photon energies of 16eV £ h v ^  
< 240eV by measuring the fluorescence intensities hvfl from the excitation- 
fluorescence sequence shown below [48]:
N20(XlX+) + hvexc -> N20 +(A2I +) + e- (krc, ka )
-> N20 +(X2II) + hvfl(355nm) 4.2.1
As Eq. 4.2.1 indicates, an electron ejected from the N20  7a  orbital can exit 
via the ka and kx continuum channels. Ejection through the ka channel results in an 
electron-ion complex that has final state symmetry, while ejection into the krc 
continuum produces an electron-ion complex with tc symmetry. As in the case of N2
and CO, because most of the contributions to the fluorescence will be from high-J+
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levels (i.e., the target molecules are warm), it is possible to use a limiting expression 
which relates the polarization to the alignment for E —> II fluorescence [11], i.e.,
/ . n \\ 16P „ „
\A0 ) = 5Tp 4-2-2
where denotes a high-J thermal average. The above expression assumes that
at high values of the rotational quantum number, the N2 0 +(A->X) emission can be 
treated as a quasidiatomic E -> II system, where the sum of the intensities of the P 
and R branches is equal to that for the Q branch [6 ], For a situation which is neither 
pure ka nor pure k7t, there is a relation between the dipole strength ratio R and
2 + s(A ® )
R = ------7—^ r -  4.2.3
>-5(a §!))
As shown for the CO and N2 studies Eqs. 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 can be combined to obtain a 
relationship between R and P:
R  = 4.2.4
(1-27P)
Results
Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 show the polarization results for NjO. The bottom frame of 
each figure shows the measured polarization data, while the top frame shows the ratio 
of dipole strengths, i.e., the R parameter of Eq. 4.2.4. In Fig. 4.10, the bottom frame 
is the measured polarization data, while the top frame is the partial photoionization
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Fig. 4.8 N20 +(A22+->X2n) fluorescence polarization results. The bottom frame 
displays measured fluorescence polarization data. The top frame gives the calculated 
ratio of dipole strengths from Eq. 4.2.4.
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Fig. 4.9 N20 +(A2I +-^X2IT) fluorescence polarization results over an extended 
energy range. The bottom frame displays measured fluorescence polarization data. 
The top frame gives the calculated ratio of dipole strengths from Eq. 4.2.4.
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cross section curve obtained from constant-ionic-state (CIS) spectrum of the 
N20 +(A2£+) state with V  = (0 ,0 ,0 ), Xg = 3550 A [49], Fig. 4.8 shows the 
polarization results over the range 16eV £  h v ^  £ 45eV. At threshold, hv»xc ~ i6.4 
eV, the polarization has a value o f »-.005 and reaches a minimum negative value of 
»-.016 at hvexc ~ 17 eV. There is a turnaround point at this photon energy where the 
polarization starts to take values which are less negative; the polarization crosses zero 
at hvexc ~ 26 eV and monotonically increases to a maximum value of * 0.014 at
hvexc ~ 42eV. Fig. 4.9 shows the polarization results over the extended energy range 
o f 16eV < hvexc < 240 eV. After the polarization reaches a maximum value of 0.014 
at hvexc ~ 42 eV, it gradually decreases approaching zero at h v ^  ~ 160 eV, and in 
the energy range 160eV < hvexc < 240 eV, the molecular ions do not retain any
alignment as is reflected in the polarization values oscillating about zero; moreover, as 
can be seen from Eq. 4.2.4, the ratio of the dipole strengths, R, reaches the constant 
value of two in this energy range which indicates equal distribution of oscillator 
strength in the two degenerate a  and it continuum channels. Fig. 4.11 also shows how 
the alignment parameter, Aq(2) approaches zero in this energy range.
Discussion 
Low Energy Region
We first examine the results of this study in the energy region 16eV £ hvexc < 
45 eV. N20  is a simple polyatomic molecule that is known to exhibit shape resonant





















Fig. 4.10 N20 +(A2I +-^X2IT) fluorescence polarization results. The bottom frame 
displays measured polarization data. The top frame gives the partial photoionization 
cross section curve obtained from the CIS spectrum of the N2 0 +(A2I +) state with 
^= (0 ,0 ,0 ), Xfl=3550 A from ref.[49].
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Fig. 4.11 N2 0 +(A2E+—►X2!!) fluorescence polarization results over an extended 
energy range. The bottom frame displays measured fluorescence polarization data. 
The top frame gives the calculated alignment parameter, A ^2), from Eq. 4.2.3.
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behavior [50-52]. An earlier study of N2O photoionization uncovered a breakdown of 
the Frank-Condon approximation in the energy range 17.1-22.5 eV which was 
attributed to shape resonant behavior [50]. Calculations by Braunstein and McKoy 
[52-53] have shown that there are two shape resonances in the 7o -> ka 
photoionization channel of N2O. The lower energy resonance (hv„vr ~ 20 eV) 
appears as a pronounced peak in the photoionization cross section, and calculations 
indicate the higher energy resonance (hvexc ~ 38 eV) is obscured in the cross section
by the dominant nonresonant 7a -> lot channel at those energies [52-53].
An analysis of the experimental results shown in Fig. 4.8 reflect the 
predictions made by the theory. The CIS spectrum in the top frame of Fig. 4.10 
shows a peak at 17 eV, where the non-Franck-Condon behavior is centered about, in 
the energy region 16-26 eV. The Franck-Condon breakdown is expected in this 
region, because the partial photoionization cross section is dependent on intemuclear 
configuration, as is the case for the low energy shape resonance in N2 0 [4 9 ], The 
bottom frame, which shows the measured polarization values, shows an excursion at 
the photon energy * 17 eV which reflects the build up in oscillator strength in the ka 
continuum because of the low energy 7a —» ka shape resonance. Specifically, the 
polarization profile shows a local minimum at the resonance position. Qualitatively, 
this is expected because the 7a -> ka is a £ -> L transition and the transition dipole 
lies parallel to the intemuclear axis, causing the fluorescence polarization from the 
resonant contribution to approach the limiting value of P = -1/13. The spike in the 
polarization data below 18 eV is possibly due to the effect of autoionization structure
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which have been observed and identified in earlier studies [54] The shape resonance 
influences the polarization profile over a range from threshold to 25 eV which is 
essentially the energy region showing non-Franck-Condon behavior. Thus the 
polarization profile tracks the shape resonant behavior and serves as an additional 
probe in identifying the shape resonance.
In the region of the second resonance (N20~ 38 eV), the CIS spectrum of
Fig. 4.10, shows a broad enhancement. Carlson et al. assigned this peak as a ka 
resonance on the basis of a dip in the P photoelectron asymmetry parameter as well as 
the observed cross section enhancements 1]. Braunstein and McKoy have suggested 
that the enhancement in cross section is due to both resonant and non resonant 
phenomena the electron ejected from a 7a orbital can have either ka or kn  symmetry, 
and the calculations suggest that the enhancement in the cross section is due mainly to 
the increasing nonresonant contribution of the krc channel [52-53]. The present 
fluorescence polarization studies are particularly important because they are a means 
of determining the relative contributions from the ka and kn  channels by providing 
the ratio of the dipole strengths for the degenerate ka and kn  channels. From Fig. 4.8, 
we see that the polarization profile shows no excursion at N20  ~ 38 eV, in the 
vicinity of the shape resonance. The profile of the ratio of the dipole strengths, R, in 
the energy region 35eV < hvexc £ 45eV, indicates increasing non-resonant
contribution of the kx channel. Since shape resonances cover broad ranges, the 
polarization results make it clear that the cross section is not being affected only by 
the high or low energy ka resonance, but seems to be a combination of both in
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conjunction with the nonresonant lac contribution, confirming Braunstein and 
McKoy’s predictions.
High Energy Region
We analyze the polarization results in the energy region 160eV ^ h v ^  £ 240 
eV. The polarization profile of Fig. 4.9 shows that in this energy range the degree of 
polarization takes values « 0.0, indicating the N20  ions do not retain any alignment at 
these high energies. Intuitively, this is expected because the photoelectron is ejected 
with such high kinetic energy (the ionization potential for the N20 +(A2E+) state is 
16.4 eV) that it should not see a symmetry axis for ejection. This implies that 
photoejection of the electron is equally probable via the ka or kn  continuum channels 
as confirmed by the polarization results.
To conclude, it is interesting to compare and contrast the polarization profiles 
for the N2j CO, and N20  studies as shown in Fig. 4.12. For the N2 and CO 
measurements, even 200 eV above threshold, the magnitude of the polarization does 
not approach zero. The ionization potentials for the CO+(B2I +) and N2+(B2I U+)
states are 19.7 and 18.8 eV, respectively. Thus, even at photoelectron energies that 
exceed the binding energy by more than one order of magnitude, the ions are 
produced with considerable alignment. The positive values of the polarization indicate 
that the photoelectron is ejected preferentially via the ka continuum than the lot 
channel i.e., parallel to the intemuclear axis rather than perpendicular to it. The N20  
results show no alignment of the ions at these high energies. The fluorescence
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Fig. 4.12 Comparison of polarization profiles. Vertical axis shows the polarization 
(P). Top frame: N2 0 +(A2 I +->X2n )  fluorescence polarization data. Middle frame:
CO+(B2S+->X2S+) fluorescence polarization data. Bottom 
frame:N2+(B2Su+->X22g+) fluorescence polarization data.
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polarization values for all three ions are different at these high energies. The 
polarizations at the highest energies measured for N2, CO, and N2O are P * 0.028, P
» 0.045, and P * 0.0 respectively. This translates to * -0.07 for N2, *
-0.12 for CO, and ^ 0^ )  * 0.0 for N20 . This again emphasizes the fact that there is
no limiting asymptotic value for the alignment or polarization, but the long range 
behavior is dependent on the particular molecule studied, and is chemically specific. 
These studies are the first to provide the basis for qualitative and quantitative tests at 
extremely high photoelectron kinetic energies. As a result, these data have 
implications for work beyond this study. For example, EXAFS oscillations result from 
fine details of the photoelectron wave function at high kinetic energies. The analysis 
of EXAFS data generally assumes a simple form for the photoelectron wave function 
that emphasizes atomiclike character of the photoelectron wave function. The N20  
results possibly justify this analysis, though evidently the CO and N2  results far from 
threshold can be used to test the validity of these assumptions [32].
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The utility of fluorescence polarization determinations to provide directional 
information about molecular ions is a powerful experimental technique known for 
some time. However the present study is the first to provide the basis for qualitative 
and quantitative tests at extremely high electron kinetic energies. In conclusion, these 
data reiterate a useful lesson, namely, that spanning a wide range of scattering 
energies is essential for probing the dynamics of molecular photoionization. 
Experimental probes capable of spanning a wide range are not common. Fluorescence 
polarization studies are well suited for viewing the photoejection dynamics in a global 
context, as the experimental sensitivity is very high, and it is possible to extract 
physically meaningful insight from the data that naturally cast themselves into the 
molecular framework. Indeed the comparison of the N2, CO and N20  over such a 
broad range is valuable because it makes it possible to examine the trends in the 
ionization dynamics in a global context. The data show that chemical aspects of the 
scattering emerge even hundreds of electronvolts above the ionization threshold. 
Second, the information content of the polarization measurements is different from, 
and complementary to, the data available from alternative measurements. In the case 
of the N2 and CO studies, the comparison with rotationally resolved photoionization 
studies reinforces this point strongly. Third, these results underscore a simple physical 
argument, that molecular aspects of the ionization dynamics emerge most clearly 
when molecular properties are interrogated. Indeed, this study is part of a broader 
program that includes determinations of different types of molecular motion following
90
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photoionization, including vibration, rotation, and alignment. The ability to probe 
molecular aspects of the ionization dynamics far from threshold provides a useful 
perspective into fundamental scattering phenomena in molecular and chemical 
physics.
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APPENDIX
program expolt
common /exdata /  exincr, exoff, exslit, picosc, igrat, theta 
common /mcacom / npts,nsweep.wavjmpJnshut}widthlinflag,npol 
common /stepco / n3362, ener, eneri, ener£ enert, enjmp,steps 
common /plotco /  en(500), a(500,7), pmax, pmin
c
c directory program 
c
inflag= 0  
call ontst(itest)









c list choices 
1 0 0 0  write (* ,1 00) 
write (*, 105) 
write (*, 110) 
write (*, 120) 
write (*, 130) 
write (*, 150) 
c go to appropriate function 
write (*, 2 0 0 ) 
write (*, 2 1 0 )
read (*, 220, ERR= 1000) n 
if (n.eq.0) go to 999 
go to ( 1,2 ,3,4) n
c
1 call input 
go to 10 0 0
2  call pmt 
go to 1 0 0 0
3 go to 1000
4 call plot2 
go to 1000
pause 'please press <enter> to return to menu' 
go to 1000  
100 format(lx, ’2J1)
96
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105 format( lx , ' Summary of "Go to N" directives', /)
110 format( lx, TSM) exit program1)
120  format( lx, 1 ^= 1  input scan parameters')
130 format( lx, *N=2 data collection1)
140 format( lx, *N=3 reset fl. monochromator calibration1)
150 format( lx, *N=4 plot data file1)
2 0 0  format(//)
210 format( lx, 'Go to ? ', $)
220 format(i5)
300 format(lx,///,' CAMAC crate either not connected or powered...1)




c read input parameters from console and the get monochromator parameters 
c
character* 23 exmon(3)
common /exdata /  exincr, exoff exslit, picosc, igrat, theta 
common /mcacom / npts,nsweep,wavjmp,nshut,width, inflag,npol 
common /stepco /  n3362, ener, eneri, enerf, enert, enjmp, steps 
common /plotco /  en(500), a(500,7), pmax, pmin 
inflag=l
exmon(l) = 'c:\pmt\input\exmonl.dat' 
exmon(2) = 'c:\pmt\input\exmon2 .dat' 
exmon(3) = 'c:\pmt\input\exmon3.dat' 
write( *, 10 0) 
c get data pertaining to exc. monchromator
c ener = current energy (in eV)
c exoff = zero offset (in mm)
c exslit = slit width (in um)
c let program know which grating is in use so it can get proper values 
write ( *, 1 1 0 ) 
write ( *, 1 1 2) 
read ( *, * ) igrat 
c open appropriate data file and get info on excitation monochromator 
c open(2 , file=exmon(igrat)) 
c read(2, 303) exincr





c now get input information pertaining to fluorescence parameters 
open(2 , file='c:\pmt\input\exinp.dat')
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c read(2, 300) theta 
read(2 , 300) eneri 
read(2 , 310) npts 
read(2 , 300) enjmp 
read(2 . 300) enerf 
read(2 , 310) nsweep 
read(2 , 310) npol 
read(2 , 310) nshut 
read(2 , 300) width 
close(2 )
c
c write out current scan parameters on screen 
c write (*, 475) ener 
write (*, 477) exslit 
write (*, 408) 
c write (*, 409) theta 
write (*, 410) eneri 
write (*, 420) npts 
write (*, 430) enjmp 
write (*, 440) enerf 
write (*, 450) nsweep 
write (*, 455) npol 
write (*, 460) nshut 
write (*, 470) width
c
c if the above parameters are acceptable, return to main menu 
write (*, 480) 
read (*, 2 1 0 ) iflag 
if (iflag.eq. 1) return
c
c since the above parameters are not acceptable, enter new values 
c write (*, 115) 
c read (*,*) theta 
write (*, 1 2 0) 
read (*, *) eneri 
write (*, 130) 
read (*, * ) npts 
write (*, 140)
10 read (*, * ) enjmp
if (enjmp.le.0) write(*, 145)
if (enjmp.le.0 ) go to 10
enerf = eneri + float(npts-l)*enjmp
write (*, 150) enerf
write (*, 160)
read (*, * ) nsweep
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write (*, 170) 
read (*, *) npol 
write (*, 175) 
read (*, * ) nshut 
2 0  write (* 180) 
read (*, * ) width 
if (width.le.0.099) write(*, 207) 
if (width.le.0.099) go to 20
c
c write new scan parameters to disk (c:\pmt\input\exinp.dat) 
open(2 ,file='c:\pmt\input\exinp.dat') 
c write (2, 409) theta 
write (2, 410) eneri 
write (2, 420) npts 
write (2, 430) enjmp 
write (2, 440) enerf 
write (2, 450) nsweep 
write (2, 455) npol 
write (2, 460) nshut 
write (2, 470) width 
close(2 )
c
100  format(lx, '□[2J1)
105 format( lx, 'current wavelength = f8.2,' Angstroms', /)
110 format( lx, Identify the grating in the excitation mono.')
1 12  format( lx, T=low energy, 2=high energy:',$)
120 format( lx, 'Starting energy (eV)? ', $)
130 format( lx, 'Number of points in the spectrum? ', $)
140 format( lx, "Energy jump per data point? ', $)
145 format( lx, Input a positive value, please: ', $)
150 format( /, lx, Tinal energy in scan will b e ', f8.2,' eV, f )
160 format( lx, Number of sweeps for this spectrum? ', $)
170 format( lx, Number of rotation cycles ?', $)
175 format( lx, Number of shutter cycles per channel?', $)
180 format( lx, Dwell time per channel (in seconds)? ', $)
207 format( lx, Dwell time must be greater than 0.1 sec1)
210 format( i5)
300 format( 26x, fl0.3)
303 format( 26x, fl0.5)
310 format( 26x, i5)
408 format( /, ' The following values can be reset if you wish.'/)
409 format(lx, 'angle of incidence in scan = ', f8.4)
410 format( lx, 'initial energy in scan = ', f8.2)
420 format( lx, 'number of data points = ', i5)
430 format( lx, 'energy jump per pt = ', f8.2)
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440 format( lx, 'final energy in scan = £ 8 .2 )
450 format( lx, *# sweeps through scan = ', i5)
455 format (lx, '# of rotation cycles = ', i5)
460 format( lx, *# shutter cycles/point = i5)
470 format( lx, 'dwell time per cycle = '. f8.2)
475 format( lx, 'excitation energy (eV) = ', f8.2)
477 format( lx, 'exc mono slit (um) = ', f8.2)




c  program to rotate polarizer cw or ccw and take data
c as a function of the excitation energy
character*21  fii
character* 77 fcom
integer*2  q, x, rot, cycle
integer*4 low24,ifreql,ifreq2, direc, nstep
real accpt(3)
real* 8  exwave
common /plotco / en(500), a(500,7), pmax, pmin
common/mcacom/ npts, nsweep, wavjmp,nshut, width, inflag, npol
common/exdata/ exincr, exof£ exslit, picosc, igrat, theta
common/stepco/ n3362,ener, eneri, enerfj enert, enjmp, steps
common/tempi/ exwave
data cw, ccw / 0, 32768 /






if (inflag.eq.0) write (*, 500)
if (inflag.eq.0 ) read(*,510) ijunk
if (inflag.eq.0 ) return
accpt(l) = 0 .0 1
accpt(2 ) = 0 .0 2
accpt(3) = 0.05
fii = 'c:\pgm\pol\ex .pol'
write (*,110)
read (*,210) fii (14:17)
write (*,113)
read (*,114) pmax
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write(*,116) 
read (*,1 21) pmin 
write(*, 117) 
read (*,*) picosc 
write (*,115) 
read (*, 510) ijunk
c------------------ setup for 3655 module (timing generator)
c set clock speed to 1 msec, and set number of output pulses to 2  
low24 =11 
call camac ( n3655, 0, 17, q, x, low24) 
c let 2nd channel assert LAM request 
low24 = 2
call camac ( n3655, 13, 17, q, x, low24) 
c write the firing times for the first two channels o f3655 module 
low24 = 1 
call camac ( n3655, 0, 16, q, x, low24 ) 
width = width* 1 0 0 0 . + 1 . 
low24 = ifix(width) 
call camac( n3655, 1, 16, q, x, Iow24) 
width = (width - l.)/1 0 0 0 . 
c allows 2nd channel to assert crate inhibit to disable scalar 
low24 = 1 
call camac (n3655, 9, 17, q, x, low24 )
c  setup for 3362 module (set frequencies)
ifreql = mfreql/1 0  
ifreq2  = ishft( mfreq2/2 0 , 8) 
ifreq = ifreql. OR.ifreq2 
low24 = ifreq 
c write frequency to stepping motor controller 
call camac (n3362, 0, 17, q, x, low24)
c data initialisation loop 
do 32 i = 1, npts 
do 32 j = 1, 7 
a(i,j) = 0 .0  
32 continue
do 60 cycle = 1, nsweep 
call plotl (0 , xi, cycle, fii) 
do 50 i= 1, npts 
c call subroutine to move exmono, to required wavelength 
enert = eneri + ( (float(i)-l.) * enjmp ) 
call step(2 ) 
en(i)= ener 
c loop to rotate polarizer 
do 40 rot = 1, npol
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do 30 direc =1,2 
if(direc.eq.2 ) then 
nstep = 1500 + ccw 
else
nstep = 1500 + cw 
endif
c disables LAM request 
low24 = 0
call camac( n3362, 0,24, q, x, low24) 
c writes countdown register
call camac(n3362, 0, 16, q, x, nstep) 
c reads status register
65 call camac( n3362, 12, 1, q, x, low24) 
if (low24.eq.O) go to 65
c introduce a delay so that shutter opens or closes after polarizer 
c has moved
do 6 6  w= 1,7000 
y = sin (w)
6 6  continue
c shutter cycle when polarizer is rotated ccw or cw 
do 25 j = 1, nshut 
al = 0 .0  
a2  = 0 .0  
do 2 0  k=  1, 2  
low24 = 0
c open shutter (k=l) or close shutter (k=2 ) 
if (k.eq. 1) low24 = 2252 
call camac ( nj31, 0, 16, q, x, low24) 
c introduce a delay so that data collection takes place after 
c polarizer has moved and shutter has opened or closed 
do 67 d=  1,10000 
y = sin (d)
67 continue
c enable inhibit from clock module 
call clrinh 
low24 = 0
call camac( n3655, 9, 26, q, x, low24 ) 
c clear scalar
call camac( n3615, 0,9, q, x, low24) 
call camac( n3615, 3, 9, q, x, low24) 
c start counting
call camac( n3655, 8 , 9, q, x, low24)
15 call lamtst( Itest) 
if (ltest.eq.0 ) goto 15 
c scalar
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call camac( n3615, 3, 0, q, x, low24) 
if(k.eq.l) then
al = al + float(low24) 
call camac( n3615, 0, 0, q, x, low24) 
if(direc.eq.l) then 
a(i,6) = a(i,6) + float(low24) 
else
a(i,7) = a(i,7) + float(low24) 
endif
else
a2 = a2 + float(low24) 
endif 
c clear timer LAM
call camac( n3655,12, 11, q, x, low24)
2 0  continue
if(direc.eq.l)then 
a(i,l) = a(i,l) + al 
a(i,2) = a(i,2 ) + a2
elSa(i,3) = a(i,3) + al 
a(i,4) = a(i,4) + a2 
endif 
25 continue 
c introduce delay here 
c do 68  m= 1 ,1 0 0 0 0
c y = sin(m)
c6 8  continue 
30 continue 
40 continue
c test if the polarization is finite




a(i,5) =((a(i, l)-a(i,2))/a(i,6Ka(i,3)-a(i,4))/a(i,7))/ 
((a(i, 1 )-a(i, 2))/a(i, 6 )+(a(i, 3 )-a(i, 4))/a(i, 7))
endif 
xi = i
call plotl ( 1, xi, cycle, fit)
50 continue 
60 continue
call getdat( iyear, imon, iday) 
call gettim( ihr, imin, isec, i 100th ) 
write (*,120) 
read (*,2 2 0 ) fcom
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c output data to disk
if (fn(14:17).eq.'junk'.OR.fii(14:17).eq.,JUNK') then 









1003 write(3,300) fii, iday, imon, iyear, ihr, imin, isec 
write(3,310) fcom
write(3,315) eneri, enerf 

















1 0 0  format (lx, 'D[2J)
110 format ( lx , ' Enter file name ( 4 char.): ', $ )
111 format ( lx , ' The file name,',a4,', is used. Try again.1)
112 format (i5)
113 format (lx , 1 Maximum polarization per sweep (estimate) :', $ )
114 format (f8.4)
116 format ( lx , ' Minimum polarization per sweep (estimate):', $ )
121 format (f8.4)
117 format ( lx , ' Enter picoammeter full scale (nA) : ', $ )
115 format ( lx , ' Enter return when ready to begin scan', $)
1 2 0  format (lx, 'Comments ?', f)
216 format (i3,lx,f5.1,lx,f9.0,lx,f5.0,lx,f9.0,lx,
* £5.0, lx, f8.4,lx,f9.0,lx,f9.0)
220 format (a77)






315 format (lx.Tnitial energy = '.f8.2,' Final energy = ',f8.2)
320 format (lx,1# mm/angstrom —,£8.5)
330 format (lx;'max.polarization-,£8.4,lx,'min.polarization-,£8.4) 
335 format (lx , 1 polarization is undefined1)
340 format (lx, '# of points in scan i5)
350 format (lx, 'energy jump per point - ,  f8.2)
355 format (lx, '# of rotation cycles - ,  i5)
360 format (lx, *# of shutter cycles/point —, i5)
370 format (lx, ■# of sweeps = ', i5)
380 format (lx, 'dwell time per cycle (s) —, £8.2)
388 format (lx, 'exmono slit width (um) - ,  £8 .2 )
389 format (lx, 'picoammeter scale (nA) - ,  f8.2)
390 format (lx,'pt# en(eV) tpara bpara tper',
* lx, tp e r pol pdpa pdpe')
395 format (lx,'------------- '





subroutine plot2  
c This subroutine reads a data file and plots it. 
character* 1 fjunk
character* 2 1  fin, fname 
character*77 fcom
common /exdata / exincr, exoff exslit, picosc, igrat, theta 
common /mcacom / npts,nsweep,wavjmp,nshut,width,inflag, npol 
common/stepco /n3362, ener, eneri, enerf enert, enjmp,steps 
common /plotco / en(500), a(500,7), pmax, pmin
c
data fin /'c:\pgm\pol\ex .pol'/ 
c get name of data file 
write(*, 100) 
write(*, 1 1 0) 
read (*, 120) fin(14:17) 
open ( 3, file=fm)
read( 3, 200, ERR=500) fin 
read( 3, 210) fcom
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read( 3, 215) eneri, enerf 
read( 3, 230) pmax, pmin 
read( 3,240) npts 
read( 3, 250) wavjmp 
read( 3, 240) npol 
read (3, 240) nshut 
read( 3,240) nsweep 
read( 3,250) width 
read( 3,250) exslit 
read( 3, 250) picosc 
read( 3, 140) fjunk 
read( 3, 140) fjunk 





pmax = -90.000 
do 2  i = 1, npts
if (pmax.lt.a(i,5)) pmax = a(i,5)
2  continue 
pmin = 90.000 
do 3 i = 1, npts
if (pmin.gt.a(i,5)) pmin = a(i,5)
3 continue
if (pmax.eq.0.000.AND.pmin.eq.0.000) then 
pmax = 0 .1 0 0  
pmin = -0 .1 0 0  
endif
if (pmax.eq.pmin) then 
if (pmax.gt.0 .0 0 ) then 
pmin = 0 .0 0 0
else
pmax = 0 .0 0 0  
endif 
endif
write (*, 420) pmax 
write (*, 430) 
read (*,445) pmaxl 
pmax = pmaxl 
write(*, 446) pmin 
write (*, 447) 
read (*,445) pminl 
pmin = pminl 
fname = fin
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call plotl( 0 , xi, nsweep, fname) 
do 5 i = 1, npts 
xi = i
call plotl( 1 , xi, nsweep, fname)
5 continue
return
1 0 0 format( lx, '□[2J')
1 1 0 format( lx, 'Enter name of data file: ',$)
1 2 0 format( a4)
140 format( al)
2 0 0 format( lx, a23)
2 1 0 format( a77)
215 format( 18x, f8 .2 , 16x, f8 .2 )
2 2 0 format( 20x, f8 .2 )
230 format( 18x, f8.4, 18x, f8.4)
240 format( 28x, i5)
250 format( 28x, f8 .2 )
260 format( 10x, f8 .0 )
265 format (i3, lx,f5.1, lx,©.0, lx,f5.0, lx,f9.0, lx,
* f5.0,lx, f8.4,lx,f9.0,lx,©.0)
406 format(lx, 'press <enter> to return')
410 format( i5)
420 format(lx, 'max. polarization is ', fS.4)
430 format(lx, 'please enter desired y max value')
445 format(f8.4)
446 format(lx, 'min. polarization is ', f8.4)
447 format(lx, 'please enter desired y min value1)
450 format(lx, 'This file contains no data')
460 format(lx, 'file does not exist on this datadisk1)
return
500 write (*,460) 
write (*,406) 
read (*,410) ijunk 
return 
end
subroutine plotl( ifun, xi, cycle, fname)
real charht, charwd, eneriy, enerfy.zinty, minty
real enerix, enerfic, zintx, mintx, crossx, crossy
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real f( 4), tick, ftick(4), xtick, ytick, xpos, ypos
character*26  fram e
character*26 device, prframe
character* 2 2  message
character*30 anote
character*82 ftemp
common /exdata /  exincr, exoff, exslit, picosc, igrat, theta 
common /mcacom / npts, nsweep,wav) mp, nshut, width, inflag, npol 
common /stepco / n3362, ener, eneri, ener£ enert, enjmp,steps 
common /plotco / en(500), a(500,7), pmax, pmin
c
data crossx, crossy / 4.5, 6.0 /
data (f(i), i= 1,4) / 250, 125, 950, 930. /
data charht, charwd / 40, 1. /





c set printer attributes for HPU 
pattr(l) = -1 
pattr(2 ) = -1 
pattr(3) = 1 
pattr(4) = 0 
pattr(5) = 1 
pattr(6) = 0 
pattr(7) = 0 
pattr(8) = 0  
pattr(9) = 0 
pattr(10) = 0  
pattr(ll) = 0 
pattr(12) = 0 
pattr(13) = -1 
pattr(14) = -1 
pattr(15) = -l 
pattr(16) = -1  
pattr(17) = 0
do 8 i = 1, 82 
ftemp(i:i) = '%  %'
8 continue
c f(l) is leflx, f(3) is rightx, f(4) is topy, f(2) is bottom-y 
c if ifrn = 0 , clear screen and draw frame 
c calculate frame coordinates for use later
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c scale = 1 .0  
nptl = 1 
npt2  = npts 
pts =float(npts) 
xtot = £(3) - f(l) 
xdiv = xtot /  (pts-1.0 ) 
ytot = £(4) - f(2) 
if (ifun.eq. 1) go to 45 
ngrid = 0  
c calls setup subroutines for Halo'8 8





c call setviewp (0 .,0 .,1.,1.,-1.,-1.) 
call setwor (0 .,0 ., 1 0 0 0 ., 1 0 0 0 .) 
call lopen(fout, 0 , ofset(l), parm (l)) 
call setfont ('%c:\for\halo\halol06.fiit%') 
call setstext(charht, charwd, 0 .) 





if (ngrid.eq.0 ) then 
call setlnsty(2 ) 
xtotlO = xtot/10.0 
xtick = f(l) 
c draws dotted lines on x axis 
do 10 i=l, 5 
xtick = xtick + xtotlO 
call movabs (xtick, f(4)) 
call lnabs (xtick, f(2 )) 
xtick = xtick + xtotlO 
call movabs (xtick, f(2)) 
call lnabs (xtick, f(4))
10 continue
ytotlO = ytot/10.0 
ytick = f(4) 
c draws dotted lines on y axis 
do 20 i=l, 5 
ytick = ytick - ytotlO
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call movabs(f(3), ytick) 
call lnabs (f(l), ytick) 
ytick = ytick - ytotlO 
call movabs (f(l), ytick) 
call lnabs (f(3), ytick)




call movabs( f(l), f(4)) 
call lnabs ( £(3), f(4)) 
call lnabs (£(3), f(2)) 
call lnabs (£(1), f(2 ) ) 
call lnabs (£(1), f(4)) 
c writes initial energy 
call setstclr(-l,-l) 
write (ftemp(2:7), 114) eneri 
call finish(fremp) 
message = fremp
call inqstsize(message, height, nwidth, offset) 
enerix = f(l) - (nwidth/2 .) 
eneriy = f(2) - (height) - (.3* height) 
call movtca(enerix, eneriy) 
call stext(fremp) 
c writes final energy
write (ftemp(2:7), 114) enerf 
call finish(ftemp) 
message = fremp
call inqstsize(message, height, nwidth, offset) 
enerfic = f(3) - (nwidth/2.) 
enerfy = f(2) - height) - (.3*height) 
call movtca (enerfic, enerfy) 
call stext(ftemp) 
c writes lower limit of pol. on the intensity (y) axis 
write (ftemp(2:9), 112) pmin 
message = fremp
call inqstsize(message, height, nwidth, offset) 
zintx = £(1) - (nwidth *.8 ) 
zinty = f(2 )
call movtca (zintx, zinty) 
call stext(ftemp) 
c writes the maximum value of the polarization 
write (ftemp(2:9), 113) pmax 
call finish(ftemp) 
message = fremp
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call inqstsize (message, height, nwidth, offset) 
mintx = f(l) - (nwidth*.75) 
minty = f(4) - (height/2.) - 10. 
call movtca (mintx, minty) 
call stext (ftemp) 
if(ngrid.eq.l) then 
c calculate x tick mark positions 
tick = 10 . 
xtotlO = xtot/10.0 
xtick = f(l) 
ftick(2 ) = f(2 ) - tick 
ftick(4) = f(4) + tick 
c draws tick marks on x axis 
x2 tick = xtick 
do 30 i=l, 9 
xtick = xtick + xtotlO 
call movabs (xtick, f(2 )) 
call lnrel(0 ., (tick))
30 continue 
do 31 i=l,9
x2tick = x2tick + xtotlO 
call movabs(x2tick, f(4)) 
call lnrel(0 ., (-tick))
31 continue
c calculate y tick mark positions 
ytotlO = ytot/10.0 
ytick = f(2 ) 
ftick(l) = f(l) + tick 
ftick(3) = f(3) - tick 
c draws tick marks on y axis 
y2 tick = ytick 
do 40 i=l, 9 
ytick = ytick + ytotlO 
call movabs(f(l), ytick) 
call lnrel(tick, 0 .)
40 continue 
do 41 i=l, 9
y2tick = y2tick + ytotlO 
call movabs(f(3), y2tick) 
call lnrel( (-tick), 0 .)
41 continue 
endif
c writes current filename 
call setstclr(-l,-l) 
call movtca(0., 850.)
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do 900 i= 1, 10 
j l  = i+  1 
j2 = i + 13 
900 ftemp(j 1 :j 1) = fhame(j2:j2) 
call finish(ftemp) 
call stext(ftemp) 
do 7 i = 1, 82 
ftemp(i:i) = '% % '
7 continue 
c writes sweep#
call movtca (0., 750.) 
call setstclr (-1,-1) 
anote = '%sweep # %' 
call stext (anote) 
write (ftemp(2:5), 110) cycle 
call finish(ftemp) 
call stext(flemp) 
c writes the # of data points 
call setstclr (-1,-1) 
call movtca (0., 650.) 
anote = *%# pts : %' 
call stext (anote) 
write ( ftemp(2 :6 ), 110) npts 
call finish(ftemp) 
call stext(ftemp) 
c writes the # of steps per points 
call movtca (0., 550.) 
anote = '%enjmp: %' 
call stext (anote) 
write (ftemp(2 :6 ), 116) enjmp 
call finish(ftemp) 
call stext(flemp) 
c writes the increment 
call movtca (0., 450.) 
anote = '%inc-l: %' 
call stext (anote) 
write (ftemp(2 :6 ), 111) exincr 
call finish(ftemp) 
call stext(flemp) 
c writes pulse width per cycle 
call movtca (0., 350.) 
anote = '%dwell: %' 
call stext (anote) 
write ( ftemp(2:5), 115) width 
call finish(ftemp)
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call stext (ftemp) 
c writes # of rotation cycles per point 
call movtca (0., 250.) 
anote = *%npol :%' 
call stext (anote) 
write ( ftemp(2:6), 110) npol 
call finish(ftemp) 
call stext (ftemp) 
c writes # of shutter cycles per point 
call movtca (0., 150.) 
anote = *%nshut: %' 
call stext (anote) 
write( ftemp(2:6), 110) nshut 
call finish(ftemp) 
call stext (ftemp) 
c writes # of sweeps through scan 
call movtca (0., 75.) 
anote = '%sweeps : %' 
call stext(anote) 
write( ftemp(2:6), 110)nsweep 
call finish(ftemp) 
call stext (ftemp) 
c color of data pts (on subsequent calls to plotl subroutine) 
call setcolor(15) 
return
c positions the cursor to draw in points as data is accumulated 
45 continue 
ival = xi
xtemp = f(l) + ( (xi-1.0) * xdiv) 
ytemp = f(2) + ((a(ival, 5)-pmin)*ytot/(pmax-pmin)) 
c if ( ytemp.gt.f(4)) ytemp = f(4)
c if ( ytemp.le.f(2) ) ytemp = f(2)
xpos = xtemp 
ypos = ytemp 
call ptabs( xpos, ypos) 
c draws a cross on the data point 
call movrel ((-crossx), 0.) 
call lnrel ((2*crossx), 0.) 
call movrel ((-crossx), (-crossy)) 
call lnrel (0., (2*crossy))
c
if (ival.ne.npts) return 
if (cycle.ne.nsweep) return 
c waits for enter key to go back to main menu 
call Iclose
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write (*, 210) 
read(*, 200) ijunk 
if (ijunk.eq.1) call gprint 
if (ijunk.eq.2) then 
call d r
call setviewp (0.,0. ,1.,1.,-1.,-1.) 
call setstclr (11, 0) 
call movtca(300., 650.) 
anote = *% Please type: pl%' 
call stext(anote) 
call movtca(300., 550.) 



















character* 13 command 
real* 8 lambda
common /exdata / exincr, exoff exslit, picosc, igrat, theta 
common /mcacom / npts,nsweep,wavjmp,nshut,width,inflag,npol 
common/stepco / n3362, ener, eneri, enerf enert, enjmp,steps 
common /plotco / en(500), a(500,7), pmax, pmin
c exwavc = 12398.52 / ener
c exwavt = 12398.52 / enert
c — here is where we need to add a move statement and a test if done — 
lambda = 12398.52/enert 
do 20 i=l, 30 
signal(i:i) = ' '
20 continue
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command = '[fry ]' 
write(command(4:12), 110) lambda 
c insert a delay loop here 
600 do 700 d= 1, 10000 
y= sin(d)
700 continue
open( 32, file='COMlstatus-OLD') 
write(32, 200) command 
do while (signal £ Q .'')
read(32, 100) signal 
end do
c signal has the info that the job is done-
close(32)
if( signal.EQ.' SBC') goto 600 
continue 
ener = enert 
100 format (a30)
110 format(f9.4)
200 format(' ’,al3) 
return 
end
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